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EDITORIAL 

' Human Rights· - is it' the right to be human in 
every sense of the word? Is it the right of man not 
because it is a part of the U.N. Charter or a country's 
constitution but because it is something fundamental 
to man's existence, his birthright? 

We think we've come a long way since the 
caveman fought for survival- against natural calamity, 
against aggrandisement. And yet even in the super
sonic age, the battle to preserve this right is still on. 

Deep down in the heart of every human being is 
the yearning for the right to live in harmony, to live 
peacefully in society, to be in a land where the 
government rules for the equal benefit of all, where 
each man enjoys the security of life and can practise 
the religion he wills, where wealth matters not, but 
only the individual and his humanity. 

What has man done to preserve his rights? He 
has polluted the very air he breathes, tampered with 
nature, playing god; has made extinct so many things 
that shared the earth with him ... 

And he has also reached out with love and hope, 
with aspirations and ideals, taken the first steps for 
becoming more aware of himself, aware of others. He 
has realised that every right has its responsibility, its 
privilege. If one man assumes the right to destroy, 
there are others even in this war-torn world to speak 
for the right to preserve, to create ......... to be really 
human. 

Staff 
Mrs. Seetha Srinivasan 
Mrs. Margeret Clarence 
Mrs. Padmamalini 

Mrs. Alamelu 
Mrs. Meera 
Mrs. Sharada 

Students 
Claramma 
Padma 
Usha 
Malini 
Rohini 

I M.A. (Literature) Stella 
Fransesca 
Jayanti 
Radha 
Sitalakshmi 

... I M.Sc. (Maths) 
I year Lit. 

.. . I year Botany 
I M.A. Fine Arts . . . II year Physics 

I year Chemistry 
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Let me not pray to be sheltered from 

dangers but to be fearless in facing them. 

Let me not beg for the stilling of my pain 

but for the heart to conquer it. 

Let me not look for allies in life's battlefield 

but to my own strength. 

Let me not wave in anxious fear to be saved 

but hope for the patience to win my freedom. 

Grant me that I may not be a coward, 

feeling your mercy in my success alone, 

but let me find the grasp of your hand in my failure. 

- Rabindranath Tagore 
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COLLEGE DAY REPORT- MARCH 1982 

Respected Vice Chancellor, 

Mrs. Shantappa, 

Esteemed Guests, Members of the Governing Body, 

Dear Parents, Wellwishers, Colleagues, 

Faculty Members and Students, 

It is my privilege once again to present this annual report of the College 
on this day of joy and thanksgiving. A College with 11 Departments, 1630 
students and 110 Faculty Members which earnestly strives to play a dynamic 
role in the cause of higher education, will surely have a lot to report at least 
once a year to express joy and gratitude for so much co-operation and encour
agement it receives from the public. Stella Maris College is not new-it is 
35 years old. But some among the guests are new. 

What has happened since March 1981 in the College and to our students 
cannot be explained or measured merely in quantitative terms. It is not possible 
to assess the real growth that has taken place within this academic community 
by the examination results or by the growth in strength. But every year we 
evaluate diligently our work only in terms of the educational goals, objectives 
and ideals that we have set for ourselves. The training of the mind, heart and 
the will of our young women has been accepted as our educational endeavour 
and we have committed ourselves to be of service to the country in this regard. 
While maintaining high academic standards, we try to create in our students an 
awareness of the needs of the society and inculcate in them a certain desire to 
serve the less privileged and the needy. Our concept of Universal Brotherhood 
is based on a deep Faith in the Universal Fatherland of God. In July 1981, the 
college started its academic year with the motto of collective endeavour and 
co-operation. 

Be it a classroom lecture, or group discussion, an outdoor project or 
field trip, a curricular assignment or co-curricular activity, individual library work 
or team work within the club, sports, games, N.C.C., N.S.S. or debates and 
dramatics, in the entire learning and growing process, our aim and objective has 
been consistently kept in mind. The faculty members guide the students to 
acquire correct values, develop wholesome attitudes in order to achieve a har
monious blending of spiritual values with secular knowledge. Our policies and 
programmes are so framed that our youthful students may find ample scope for 
growth and find new meaning for their educational experiences. 
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Consequently, the year started for our faculty ten days before the re-opening 
day when they sat together and discussed the ways and means of updating them
selves to meet the challenges of the day. We were rightly questioned by Fr. Wirth 
who not only reminded us of our vital roles but motivated us to become more and 
more committed to our moral responsibilities. Of one things all of us in Stella 
Maris can truly be proud - i.e. hard work and hard work goes with interest and is 
pursued with a smile. The staff now have more inter-departmental get-togethers, 
sharing and fellowship. 

We begin with the achievements of our Staff Members since the quality of 
education and training that the college imparts depends on our staff strength. We 
were happy to wel,come back some of our senior staff members who had success
fully completed their research or submitted their thesis and joined duty. 

Several others have also registered for part time research for their M. Phil or 
doctorate degrees. 

We are happy that our staff have taken up professional competence as a 
must and are devoted to their task. Thanks to the forethought and generosity of my 
predecessor who set aside l'learly 75% of the U.G.C. grant for F.I.P., soon Stella 
Maris will have several research departments. Twenty-five staff members attended 
during the summer a training programme in the use of Audio-Visual Aids organised 
specially for our Staff by T.T.T.I.-thanks to the kind co-operation and guidance of 
T.T.T.I. Principal and Staff. 

Our staff also serve on various Inspection Commissions appointed by the 
Directorate and have participated in Seminars outside the college. They have 
contributed their mite to the correspondence education contact hours organised by 
the University. While speaking about our staff, with deep regret, I place on record 
our gratitude and appreciation of the services of the late Mrs. Ganga Ganesan whose 
untimely death has been a great loss to the College. She was sincere, zealous and 
academically alert, and her thesis would have been a scholarly contribution. May 
her soul rest in peace. 

This year has been a year of seminars and courses - not merely at 
the National level but also at the International level. In July, the college 
collaborated with U.S. Educational Foundation in organising a fifteen day academic 
programme for fifteen professors from the University of Atlanta. The participants 
left us with a deep sense of gratitude and appreciation for the excellent programme 
arranged for them under the direction of Mrs. Radha Paul. During the second 
semester, the college again was called to organise a three day orientation 
programme in Indian Socio-Cultural values and background for the participants of 
Chrysalis Seminar from U.S.A. The participants expressed their immense 
satisfaction regarding the discussions, lectures and cultural programme organised 
by the College and have returned to their countries better informed of the Indian 
heritage. 
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We await next month another group of teachers from U.K. who will be 
spending a week with us for a similar experience and orientation. 

State level seminars on Untouchability, Education for Prohibition, Police, 
Students and Community Relationship etc. were successfully hosted by the College 
during this academic year. Stella Maris with all its limitations such as lack of a 
proper auditorium and funds never refuses a helping hand whenever called. The one 
day celebration for the Physically Handicapped from all over Madras organised by 
the N.S.S. also took place in Stella Maris and we were happy to be of some service 
to the needy. 

I now briefly highlight the activities organised by the various Departments. 
There were several Inter- department Inter- Collegiate seminars and conferences 
during this academic year. To mention a few. 

A Conference on Commonwealth Literature by the English Department. 

An Inter- disciplinary Conference on some applications of Mathematics by the 
Mathematics Department. 

An Inter- Departmental Seminar on Global Challenges by the Economics 
Depi;irtment. 

A Seminar on Human Rights and an Audio Visual presentation of the 
Fundamental Rights of man by the various Departments organised by the 
Sociology Department. 

A 3 day Symposium on Women of India organised by the Social Work 
Department. 

An Inter- collegiate Symposium on Communism and the Third World countries 
by the History Department. 

The pageant on Women and Art in sound and light presented by the Fine 
Arts Department has enriched the learning experiences of the staff and 
students this year. 

Not only did seminars and conferences keep us busy but also the exhibi
tions organised by the various departments which displayed the real talent, 
originality and creativity of our budding scientists and scholars. 

The Madella of the Zodiac Club invited the schools to participate on a 
competitive basis. 

The Botany Exhibition, the first and the best of its kind gave new meaning 
to the interest of plant lovers. 
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The Regalia, tha Exhibition of the Chemistry Department taught young 
enthusiasts how to become manufacturers of various chemicals, cosmetics 
and usefu I detergents. 

The Zoology Department in its turn identified 21 birds in the campus. 
Their •campus specimen collection competition' sent the students hunting over 
the entire campus with fun and enthusiasm. Their dogshow, educated us 
in the sound principles of dog care. 

The Literature Department with their creative young poets brought into life 
the Elizabethan characters and life style through a fun fair-the Bartholomew 
Fair during their Elizabethan Extravaganza, we were indeed transported into 
the sixteenth century. 

The Kala Darpan-an exquisite display of the talents of our Fine Arts 
students, their drawing, painting, batik work, leather work, silk screen 
printing, household arts and crafts brought many art lovers to the College. 

This Department felicitated their Foundress Sr. Edith Tomory on her Golden 
Jubilee with a week's celebration when her latest edition 'Introduction to World 
Art' was released. 

A series of accident prevention education programmes conducted by the 
Social Work Department and their active involvement in various training 
programmes and social welfare projects have been appreciated by the people all 
over the country. 

We are happy to announce that. our pioneering efforts to demonstrate the 
vital need for a Social Worker in the Hospital has made the Government recognise 
and sanction such a po1>t of a Medical Social Worker at Government Stanley 
Hospital thanks to the initiative taken by the Department of Social Work and the 
efficient services rendered by Mrs. Poppy Kannan. 

Co-curricular activities like the celebration of Marriage Rites according 
to various religions demonstrated by the Sociology Department, the historical 
pageant of the History Department, Bharathi Centenary and the Pongal 
Celebration by students, the Literary parleys and pageants of the Literature 
students-the sound and light programme of the Fine Arts students have all 
made inter- disciplinary sharing and learning more frequent and meaningful 
within the College. 

An additional feature we introduced this year with reasonable success 
is the Certificate Course in Management and Computer Programming for the 
Third year Degree Students and Post Graduates, which adds some professional 
training and experience to their degrees. Based on this year's experience, we 
hope to plan a few more useful certificate courses for the next year in order 
to give some job orientation to their regular studies. 
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The student publications such as two issues of Udaya, the Campus Bulletin, 
Kilthi Kaliyan of the Hindi Department, the Literary Journal of the English Depart
ment, Ankur of the Economics Department, lthihas of the History Department 
were included among the 200 new additions to· the College Library this year. 
Students show a lot of interest in Library work and often express their pride 
and satisfaction in their library. 

In the month of October 1981, we presented the College Cultural 
Programme 'Glimpses in Harmony' which was another venture attempted to present 
lofty thoughts to an enlightened audience through harmony in music, dance 
and life. The friends who have gathered here today will be able to have 
some glimpses of the talents of our students after the Prize Distribution 
and the cultural programme that is to follow. 

Our students have participated in T. V. and A. I. R. programmes, they 
have tried to oblige whenever they were , asked for items of cultural value. 
The Inter - year competitions organised by the Union reveal the latent talents of our 
students. The Union gave us a very peaceful and enjoyable year. 

Through all these we have tried to make the learning experience more 
challenging and therefore more interesting for our students and there is never a dull 
day in the campus. The new comers who stand in wonder, soon keep their seniors 
wondering at their youthful exuberance in turn. 

One of the thrusts of the College in undertaking this educational endeavour 
is to share the concerns of our people, their desire for dignity, liberty, justice and 
peace and to serve the less privileged classes. Therefore Stella Maris gives impor
tance to C.S.S. and N.S.S. activities. There are 16 N.S.S. and 3 C.S.S. projects 
wherein 484 students and 40 staff members are actively involved. The areas of 
activities are: Formal Education, Remedial teaching, Non-formal education, Social 
Education, Institutional work, Blood Bank, Tribal Welfare and Co-operative. 

The Madras Voluntary Blood Bank presented an award to Stella Maris this 
year also in appreciation of the largest number of Blood Donors who came from the 
College during their Blood Donation Camp. 

The Director of DAN IDA invited our enthusiastic students to assist them in 
the Base-line survey of tribal areas in the Tribal pockets of Pachaimalai and Kolli 
Hills in Salem District. Our six year old Integrated Tribal Development Programme 
in Jawadhi Hills carried on with the financial assistance from Social Welfare Depart
ment of the Government is coming to an end in June 1982. But our contacts, 
interests and work will continue as long as our presence is needed as catalytic agents 
towards self reliance and development. Whether the University insists or not, whether 
marks are added or not, we would like to train our students to be more concerned 
about and involved in the problems of our less privileged fellow-beings. 
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We serve the needs of the country also through the N.C.C. which is two years 
old and has trained the Best Tamil Nadu Cadet-Rajeswari of Second Year History, 
the para jumper- Elizabeth Thomas of Second Year History. Odette Mendoza came 
first in Signals and First Aid at the All India Level while Sumathi came fifth. After 
much effort and such outstanding achievement and thanks to the interest and 
encouragement of Major Bagawandas and her colleagues, the Stella Maris Unit has 
been recognised at last as a separate unit. We also have a group of energetic 
youngsters who are undergoing training in Karate. 

Stella Marians will always have something to be proud of namely their 
achievement and involvement in the field of sports and athletics. This year too, for 
the sixth year in succession, our athletes have won the A. L. Mudaliar Championship. 

In the Inter-collegiate Tournaments we are winners in Table Tennis, Hockey, 
Tennis and runners- up in Shuttle Badminton. Our Basketball players won the 
Kokila Raja Trophy and are hoping for another victory at the Inter-collegiate 
tournament which unfortunately has not yet taken place. Therefore we are unable 
to report on the Championship in major games and of our Sports Championship as 
the Athletic Association has withheld its activities. 

The motto of the Olympics is not to win but to compete. This is precisely 
what our young athletes keep in mind. Our students have represented the Univer
sity in Basket ball, Tennis, Hockey, Shuttle Badminton, Table Tennis, Cricket, 
Volleyball and Athletics. We have also State representation in Shuttle Badminton, 
Table Tennis and Badminton. 

While the Stella Maris staff accept that academic excellence is not the only 
thing that the college aims at, we have on our record 98% passes at the Undergraduate 
level and 96% at the Postgraduate level during 1982 examinations. Mathematics, 
Economics, Sociology, Literature, Fine Arts, Public Relations had 100% passes and 
there are 30 State Rank holders among these. 

In the Prize Distribution that is to follow the public will know the degree of 
participation and involvement of our students in the various extra-curricular and 
co-curricular activities organised by other colleges and agencies. Every department 
had organised excursions, study tours, field visits, visits to agencies, and exhibitions 
outside the college. in spite of all these, attendance at lecture classes and library 
work continue to play an important role in the lives of our students. How do our 
youngsters manage? When do they find time for all this? The answer is where 
there is interest, there is always effort and of course, there is also the joy of 
achievement. 

You have listened with interest and noted what we have been doing this 
year in Stella Maris. The next question is what do we propose to do? Along the 
lines elaborated so far, we shall continue to strive to maintain the degree of dedi-
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cation and the quality of service and improve our standards of performance in 
reaching out to a larger number of needy students, the deprived classes. We will 
earnestly try to instil in our students zeal and dynamism to work for the uplift of the 
poor and needy, the status-less, faceless thousands who are yet to enjoy the 
benefits of progress, technology and education. 

Many job oriented certificate courses, increased emphasis on remedial 
teaching classes, fuller utilisation of our facilities for developmental needs and 
projects will receive priority. There is a shortage of lecture halls, an Examination 
Hall to accommodate at least one hundred and fifty students, a multipurpose Hall 
for our various extra-curricular, co-curricular discussions, indoor games, inter
departmental projects, to which we look forward for help and support from the 
public. We need to build up also a Student Aid Fund so that we can expand our 
educational facilities to many more economically needy students. We will look 
forward to the day when Stella Maris can offer fifty more scholarships for the 
deserving students. For this cause we would sacrifice our desire for an auditorium 
or even autonomous status. We hope our enlightened audience will help us in our 
sincere endeavours to serve the society with support and encouragement. 

Before I conclude, it is my pleasant duty to place on record our deep 
gratitude to all those friends, benefactors, parents, public bodies and agencies who 
have always extended their help and co-operation in the past years. The Rotary 
Club helps us with our Students' Welfare Scheme through midday meals, the stock 
exchange and other Trusts which offer a few scholarships for deserving students, 
the P. T. C., the Police, the P. & T. Departments, the M. E. S. and the Corporation 
authorities, who contribute much towards the smooth running, and maintenance of 
the College in its day-to-day life, the cultural and educational agencies like the 
British Council, U.S.I.S. and above all the University and Education Department 
whose support and timely assistance we appreciate very much and we wish to 
thank them on this occasion. 

We thank our Non-Teaching Staff whose generosity and hard work helps 
us to realise the many plans and programmes we undertake. Of course, I must say 
that we are very proud of our students, who have given us a very happy and 
peaceful year of learning and growing. We are not alone in this gigantic task. 
There is a friendly atmosphere and a mutually supporting attitude among staff and 
students for which I am grateful to God whose Peaceful Presence and constant 
assurance is a great asset. So I conclude my report which presents to you certain 
glimpses of harmony that we experience in and around us because of our 
dependence on the Lord of Harmony who helps us to keep our hopes always 
alive. 

May His Name be praised always. 

Thank You! 
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RELIGIONS AND RIGHTS 

"Recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable 
rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice 
and peace in the world," is the opening sentence of the U n iversa I Declaration of 
Human Rights, 1948. Religion has been present at every level of human 
society from the earliest times. But what exactly is it? The Oxford Dictionary 
defines religion as "the recognition of a superhuman controlling power, and 
especially of a personal God, entitled to obedience." 

Psychologists tend nowadays to deny that there is a religious instinct, 
because it seems to be absent in animals with whom we share many physical 
instincts. Social environment and upbringing are important in the development 
of religious life and one's respect for another individual. To day some people 
claim to be irreligious, doubtful about or even hostile to all forms of reilgion; 
and they are called atheists, if they deny the existence, of any superhuman power; 
or agnostics, if they hold that this cannot be known or established with certainty. 
One's attitude towards religion, in the true sense of the term, is somewhat related to 
the recognition of the "inalienable rights of all members of the human family·" 
Even in the so called atheistic countries there are not only state rituals which resem
ble religious ceremonies but also special personalities who either lead the social 
pattern or break through it and seem to have a significance akin to the religious. 

The study of religion reveals that an important feature of it is a longing for 
value in life, a belief that life is not accidental or meaningless. The search 
for meaning leads to faith in a power greater than man, and finally to a 
universal or superhuman mind which has the intention and will to maintain 
the highest values of human life. There is an intellectual element in this search 
for purpose and value, and an emotional element in the dependence upon the 
power which creates or guarantees those values. Whether morals can exist without 
religion or some supernatural belief has been debated, but at least all religions have 
important moral commandments. 

There is, however, a clear distinction between the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights and the basic tenets embodied in various religions. While the former 
is legal, in the sense that it can be enforced in a court of law, the latter is only 
morally binding, enforceable in the conscience of man and hence, at times, a more 
effective instrument for the implementation of rights than any court of law ! In 
the interests of state and society, however, the legal and moral rights should be 
complementary and not contradictory. 

It is in the Upanishads, the fountainhead of Hindu philosophy, that we first 
find the three related doctrines : that the soul repeatedly dies and is reborn 
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embodied in a new organism (samsara), that one bears the effects of one's deeds in 
this or a future life (karma) and that the're is an escape from the weary round of 
redeath and rebirth (moksha, nirvana). The possibility of release arises from the 
doctrine of the identity of the inmost 
self or soul (atman) with the Absolute 
(Brahman, neuter). This relationship 
is expressed in the great utterances 

' • r: of the Upanishads : all: ~ :af1« ' 
("That thou art".) This exaltation of 

the self ~ if~IRJJ I ("I am Brah
man") shows that only when one had 
fully realized oneself can one com
prehend the needs of others. This 
is, in short, the concept of human 
rights on a broad basis. 

The quintessence of the teachings 
of Jesus Christ is embodied in his 
"Sermon on the Mount". Through 
admirable parables and pithy sayings, 
he drove home the central idea of his 
teachings to the people : "Love thy 
neighbour", "Return good for evil", 
or "If a man wants to sue you for 
your shirt let him have your coa't as 
well". The concept of the rights of 
human beings is certainly stressed 
upon, in fact sometimes they may go 
beyond the concept of another's 
privilege and probably, in an extreme 
form, it can give room for exploitation 
of even love. 

Muhammed, the Prophet. the 
founder of Islam, taught his fellow 
Arabs: "Know that every Muslim is 
the brother of every other Muslim". 
The principle of equality and brother
hood is nothing but the assertion 
that all are expected to be treated 
alike and enjoy certain inalienable 
rights, though unfortunately, it leaves one in doubt as to whether only all Muslims 
are united as brothers, since all other men belonging to other religions are regarded 
as non-believers, against whom should be practised the "Jihad" (holy war). 
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Vardhana Mahavira's teachings embodied in Jainism advocate the right to 
Life not merely for human beings but for all living creatures of God. Their emphasis 
on 'Ahimsa' or •non-violence' to men, animals, plants and trees is a broader extension 
of the human rights campaign and is indeed commendable. 

The adherents of Gautama Buddha's faith too believe in Ahimsa, but theirs is 
the middle path, avoiding the extremes of Jainism and Hinduism. Buddha believed 
that if there should be any distinction in society, it should depend on one's actions, 
rather than on one's birth and denounced the caste-system with its concomitant evils 
that had crept into Hinduism. Buddhism is a very practical religion, extending a 
hand of friendship to all human beings to mingle freely in a class-less society. If all 
these religions are strictly enforceable, there would be absolutely no need for a 
separate human-rights campaign, as undertaken by our U.N. today. 

It is ironical and even rather pathetic that despite the subtle assertion of 
human rights, most of these religions have gradually deteriorated with the passage 
of time. We find that Hinduism has the main sub-divisions of shaivas and 
vaishnavas, in Christianity, we have Catholics and Protestants and in Islam, the Sunnis 
and Shias. This corruption of the pristine purity of different religions has been the 
cause of many a war and has necessitated a renewed effort of the human-rights issue 
which is a fundamental principle of all religions. 

Today, more than a fifth of the world embraces Communism, which is itself a 
kind of religion with a dogmatic philosophy. The Communists evince their faith by 
a fever of missionary zeal, singing proletarian anthems and raising Marx and Lenin to 
the stature of divinities. The Western democracies point out the suppression of 
basic human rights in the Communist countries by pin-pointing the curbs on freedom 
of speech and expression. The human rights issue is used as a weapon of psycho
logical warfare in the cold war between the Super Powers, namely the U.S.A. and 
the U.S.S.R. The latest updated recommendations concerning the U.S.'s "global" 
role in the human rights field is that they stress the propaganda aspect of the human 
rights issue as an integral part of the official U.S. foreign policy. It is regrettable 
that the human rights question is being used as a political weapon; it is unlikely this 
will lead to a more enlightened and humanitarian behaviour in the peoples of the 
world. 
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HELLO, IN THERE ! 

Voices. 

11 Oh no ! (wailing) he's done it again!" 

11 Who's done what?" 

"Baba has messed up his room again, and I took such pains to clear it. 
dooo ... ...... 0. K. Today I am going to shift his room to the top floor." 

No, you can't do that. You can't take my room away from me. It's my world. 
It is the only place in this house I know ......... understand and ......... and love. 

11 
••• •••••• And while we are on the subject, I want you to discourage Arun froiJI 

pestering his grandfather for stories. I don't want my son's head to be filled with a 
whole lot of gibberish ". 

But he loves them and 
they are not gibberish. 
Why don't you understand-
understand that he is ..... . 
is my everything-that I can 
forget the harshness of my 
own children in his inno-
cent, trusting ......... loving 
face and become a carefree 
child again. You can't ..... . 
you won't take my life 
away from me ......... wi II 
you 7 

" Its' only for a little 
while now, Sunita ........ . 
Baba appears to be a tough 
old bird ............ " the difference 

I am not, I am not. I am weak, weaker than little Arun. He has something 
which I want and need as much as he does, only I am starved of it ......... why 7 How 
can 1 be tough when every fibre in my body aches for sustenance 7 (voices fading) 
......... but, look, it won't be long now. Doctors say •....... , 
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What are those lines sung by Joan Baez that keep buzzing indistinctly in my 
brain? Something about how trees and rivers grow ......... grow stronger everyday, 
but ........ but ......... Oh. yes, that's it. 

" But old people, they just grow lonesome 

Waiting for someone to say. 

Hello, in there, hello !" 

Yes, they wait and keep waiting ......... fruitlessly. I wonder how many words are 
longed for with such desperate hope as " Hello, in there", that can invigorate feeble 

' hearts, or induce such a slow, overwhelming joy. They say there are homes for the 
aged, these days. They also say that they provide a·ll the basic comforts that such 
people need. So, the question of any deprivation (they say) doesn't arise at all. ...... 
It doesn't? then how does one account for the relatively few such homes in the 
country?.. ...... 0. K. Indian society. Steeped in tradition, or is it the system of joint 
families, it has shied away from openly throwing out its eldest members. But in 
many cases. those very ' homes' would be far more welcome than the places which 
have for them ceased to be homes. They are merely houses where frighteningly cold 
robots zoom past leaving a bewildered human crouched in the centre. Then 1 sup
pose, those, 'comforts' would be infinitely more appealing than ·home·. 

It's fashionable these days to talk about the poor and the handicapped - " Our 
Welfare Society has collected so much this year" or " Oh ! the poor little mites ! It 
was so-oo sad !" - Who talks about the aged? They are poor and handicapped, 
too. They need love and companionship; a smile, a friendly word can produce 
incredible effects. So, why don't we just do it? Why don't we return their love, 
affection which were our comforts when we needed them most? For their part, 
they have never stopped loving. Have you ever listened to an inmate of a home for 
the aged talk about her dear son or daughter who is so brilliant, so affectionate and 
whom she hasn't heard of for years? You'd be surprised to realise you ever possess
ed such murderous instincts. It's not just sad ...... it leaves a bitter taste in your 
mouth. I mean, here is this shrivelled, worn, woman, whose dull, lack-lustre eyes 
brighten perceptibly, whose face becomes animated at the mere thought of her son. 
And, the son, of course, cannot help to bring about that same animation, same 
brightening, a little more frequently. He does not care. 

But who says they are worthless extras anyway? Who make the most 
interesting companions for children? Who can relate the Ramayana with greater 
vividity and imagination than the insipid comic strips? Who provide the moral 
backing, the stability. so urgently needed in this fast pace of life? Who constitute a 
fund of useful information, of tricks for childen and above all -experience? Who 

·are the best confidantes for all in a hectic household? ............ You still think they 
ought to be in •a home'? 
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These people are our pride, the guardians of our culture, our strength, support, 
our guide. We need them and they need us, - our love, friendship and companion
ship. Surely that's not such a great price to pay? I know its's not within my 
sphere to preach- we must do this or we shouldn't do that. No, that has to come 
from within ourselves. That awareness of what is or is· not must spring from 
ourselves. But for one, the neglect of the old, is not just a problem. It's something 
more than that. It is a disease and it's catching- fast. I want to do something 
about it. I am going to do it. 

S. SRIKALA 
I year Literature. 

RIGHTS AND RESTRICTIONS 

"In its absolute sense liberty means the faculty of willing and the power of doing what 
has been willed. But in its sober and more practical sense liberty, especially civil libfrty 
means a citizen's enjoyment ofhis rights as a member of society". 

H11told Laski 

God, by his magnificence has gifted man certain rights and liberties. The 
early caveman was a nomad leading a barbaric yet idyllic rural life. There was no 
need for him to surrender his liberties. But as civilization dawned, some of his 
privileges were curbed so that he could live in a peaceful and organised society. As 
man is a social being he had to sacrifice his personal liberties for the common 
good. 

With the advance of civilization the desire to seek material comforts and 
personal needs becomes more pronounced. This in turn made man crave for 
pleasures and made him highly selfish, avaricious and egocentric. History is 
replete with examples of rulers oppressing the ruled, the rich exploiting the poor by 
taking exorbitant taxes from them. In the 13th century, King John was forced to sign 
the "Magna Carta" which became the cornerstone of liberty in democratic countries. 
One of the city-states in Greece, Athens began as a monarchy and became the 
world's first democratic country. 

The teachings of intellectuals like Voltaire and Rousseau inspired Frenchmen 
to rise against the oppression and tyranny of the nobles and kings. The French 
revolution broke out in the name of Equality, Liberty and Fraternity and France 
became a republic. Another example which bears eloquent testimony to the 
arrestation of human rights was slavery to which the Blacks were subjected. They 
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were illtreated due to the denial of "Human Rights" and this was a slur upon their 
social standing. Finally Abraham Lincoln, the American President who abhorred 
slavery was determined to cast it away into oblivion. Colonisation is another form 
of exploitation of man by man both in the political and economical sense. Under 
military dictatorship and totalitarian regimes respect for human rights 
is non-existent. Further it was the false perception of human rights that led 
to the two world wars which resulted in massive destruction. This led to the 
establishment of the United Nations. The U.N.O. ensures in its charter 
safeguards for human rights. The most important of the latest documents of 
the U.N.'s colonial policy is the resolution on the liquidation of colonisation. 

The term ·civil liberty' includes as its fundamental gift to its citizens, the 
right to form one's opinion or the right to think independently. The denial of 
human rights is not only an assumption of infallibility but would mean, that the 
decisions registered as a law reflect not the total needs of the society, but the 
powerful needs which have been able to make themselves felt at the source of 
power. In the words of Leacock - "Terror does not alter opinion; it only 
drives the opinion underground, thereby making it more dangerous. Those who 
oppose freedom of opinion are the losers, because the silenced opinions may 
contain a portion of the truth - the heresies of today are the orthodoxies of 
tomorrow. A man always learns by having an open mind.'' 

Even in countries like India where democracy is upheld, during periods of 
emergency, fundamental ri'ghts of people are infringed upon by those in authority. 
Lack of toleration and oppression of minorities is one of the major causes for the 
refugee problem which is prevalent today. The fundamental and human rights of 
the citizens which are the basis of the civil liberty of a nation are to be given by 
the government and enjoyed by them in a liberal sense of a mutual harmony. In fact 
democracy ensures greater personal freedom for every citizen. It does not thrive on 
suppression of thought but rather it encourages and cherishes free thinking on the 
part of the citizens. Thus human rights are to be enjoyed so that one can live in full 
dignity and glory, the epitome of God's creation. 

5. RAJEE 
I Year Botany. 
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REACH OUT WITH .... 

Yes. She was torn by the conflict that raged like a tumultuous sea, in her 
mind. Visions flashed across her mind, like a movie picturing the past, the 
present, the future, accompanied by distant voices. She felt herself caught up in 
a whirlwind lost in a thick cloud of mist. She could not feel the firm ground. 
Everything slipped under her feet. 

Suddenly, the visions seemed blurred. Then one after another, they 
revolved rapidly in front of her eyes. She could see them, understand their 
message, as she sat under a neem tree - a beautiful girl, in the prime of her 
youth. 

Two faces peered at her. One from the 
darkness; the other from bright sunshine. 
Darkness engulfed that face, which had deep 
lines and furrows engraved on the surface. The 
eyes stared at her; two interminable hollow 
pits. The chin drooped, almost buried in the 
bony structure of the chest. Every deep cut 
repr~sented the cruelty meted out in fuJI 
measure; the hollow pits emitted fire - a fiery 
longing -the fire of hunger; the drooping chin 
expressed the futility of existence; the inability 
to protest...... Yes, that face ...... no ...... no ...... 
that mask was an epitome of depression, of 
exploitation, of incredible misery. 

She shuddered and looked away. Then she smiled. Yes, there, confron-
ting her were roses, peaches, halos ...... That face, brilliantly lit by the glitter of 
silvery ornaments, the fair hair expressing tender care, the luminous eyes 
radiating contenment, the clear, transparent surface, the fruitful result of a life 
of roses, the soft delicate lips, and the firm chin, supported by sound monetary 
fulfilment. 

Yes. That bright sunshine, the clear blue sky, nature's mirror, reflected 
her own face. God! How beautiful she looked! 

She turned pale; her lips trembled; there, before her was the cracked mirror; 
from behind like a mist rose the dreadful vision. She stared hard; there was no 
mistake. She tried to hide her face - No, she couldn't. The vision kept haunting 
her. Suddenly, a resolution was passed in her mind. Her hand, which shielded her 
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face, stretched forward. She lifted the drooping chin; their eyes met. She froze 
at the recognition ......... yes ......... that.was her own face; when the wheel of fortune 
had completed its full circle; when injustice dominated. 

She stretched both her hands, unwrapped the bony structure. Then came 
a transformation. The mask dissolved, gratitude filled the hollow pits, a smile 
like sunshine smoothened the furrows, and with lightning speed, there passed a 
message between them. 

What was it? Yes. It was LOVE. 

DARLENE RAMAN 
II Year Literature. 

HOMEMAKERS BREADWINNERS

WOULDN'T WE HAVE IT ALL? 

Margaret Mead, the anthropologist, had once commented on the dilemma 
facing a woman who wished to pursue a career and found that she had only 
two options left open to her; either she proclaimed herself 'a woman and there
fore less an achieving individual or an achieving individudl and therefore less a 
woman." And now, having seen a few days ago the Mass Media presentation of 
the "First International Forum of Women's Cinema," with the impact it had on 
the audience and the powerful portrayal of the feminists war- which has its own 
supporters from the Hollywood milieu like Jane Fonda, Meline Mercouri and 
Vanessa Redgrave, and others, I could almost hear the agony-stricken cry of 
Teresa (Actress) in a Cuban film "Portrait of Teresa," "I don't want to be a slave ... 
I want to be1 me". I could feel the exultant mutiny which had radiated from 
the silver screen as she walked away from Ramon, one of the dime- a- dozen 
men who had fortunately or unfortunately happened to become her husband-one 
of those average men who could not make an attempt to understand the problem 
she faced with herself- one of the conceptual dilemmas intrinsic to women's 
history. 

Thinking back on the changes that had led to this radical upheaval by 
women - women who unquestionably form half of the human population - the 
first picture that comes to my mind is that of the Miss America Contest demonstra
tion. This event brought mass media attention to the Women's Liberation 
movement-the crowning of a live sheep in 1 retaliation to the concept of 
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woman being treated as sex beauty objects, and the march down New York's 
Fifth Avenue on August 26th, 1979 on the first nation-wide strike for equality -
in jobs, political power, education etc. But this was not really the beginning
it was more an end to the beginning of a new phase which had started as early 
as in the 'Silent Fifties', when there existed a problem with no name and when 
to even talk about it was considered degrading to the then concept of womanhood. 

Later in the sixties came the Radical Women's Movement in New York, which 
contributed a great deal towards the creation of a radical feminist movement, 
and the time when New York itself had become a galaxy of various influences. 
One of them was the cover of WITCH, which had first stood for Women Inter
national Terrorist Conspiracy from Hell : but changed with different targets under 
attack - for example - Women incensed at Telephone Company Harassment for 
the Telephone Company Workers protesting against the working conditions. 
Another powerful influence was the division which occurred between groups of 
the feminists and the resulting counter - inaugural movement <t>. Later the 
'Red Stockings' emerged - the militant activist, feminist organisation marked for 
its disruption of an abortion hearing in New York City and its structured way 
of overcoming the individual "ghettoization" of women from one another, generally 
known as 'consciousness raising'; and the final rise of the feminists, who were 
the first .to formulate the concept of women's liberation in detailed analytical and 
theoretical arguments. They used the term "radical feminism, defining it as the 
annihilation of sex roles, a definition widely accepted in the movement. The 
radical differences between the white and the black women was another issue of 
controversy in the struggle of the late sixties. And moreover now, rotating in 
elliptical orbits, were numerous pamphlets and propaganda writings, holding of 
academic discussions on the subject of women- one among them being 
Prof. Margaret Benson's, "The Political Economy of Women's Liberation", and 
yet another one, with a lighter touch being Pat Mainardis' "The Politics of House 
Work." Leading psychologists, like Eleanor Maccoby, conducted comprehensive 
surveys of experiments and brought out papers of enormous significance for the 
feminist philosophy. Sexual knowledge had increased significantly and women 
realised that it was this new sexual knowledge with its goal of sexual relations 
based on mutual love, respect and understanding. with neither party dominating 
the other, which should provide a 'basis' for the necessary reconsideration of 
human behaviour. 

The NOW (National Organisation for Women) Bill of Rights in 1969 listed 
7 points. Equal Right Constitution Amendment, Enforce Law banning sex discrimi
nation in employment, etc. By the 70's, the women's movement had become a 

(1) The New York "Radical Women" had split into 3 groups after a conference, and the first 
group felt that they should participate in counter-inaugural activities-the tearing up of 
votes, registration cards as a feminist action to dramatise the ineffectiveness of the right 
to women to vote and the continual oppression of women. These activities took place in 
Washington D.C. in January 1969. 
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major force of change within the society and as it was foreseen, the rise of 
feminism did threaten the sacred structure of living-family-school - factory. 
The ruling thought in people's minds was: how would it affect their life styles in 
future. When women began to take on new responsibilities as individuals, 
changed their life roles and experiences, shifted their emphasis, and tried to alter 
the family structure, it did look as if they were making headway into areas of 
untrodden snow where the soft, yet impressionistic footfall of women was 
unheard of. But could these footprints remain as virginal as the snow around 
them? It was impossible to let things be and now in the eighties, it seems as 
if the feminist movement is entering a new stage, where women are going back 
to the family system, which previously had been "a last bastion of conservatism, 
and one which they had wanted to do away with, along with marriage and 
motherhood. 

The young women of today, the daughters of the older feminists, have taken 
their identity and equality for granted but are faced with a new problem, that of 
maintaining their professional life and family life, (if they could start-one, after 
having a violent tussle with the time-factor and if lucky enough not "to work 
thirty-six hours with twelve hours off") in balanced harmony. And, as Betty Friedan, 
a founder of the NOW says, the feminists agenda, should now include a re-structur
ing of the institution of home and work, and make it possible for women to be 
able to work and love in capacity with men and to choose, if they so desire, 
to have children. Although the women were given the "right to choose" a decade 
ago and make their own decisions with regard to their basic right of parenthood, now 
it is the women themselves who cannot choose to have a child with the increasing 
pressure of work and time, having their own mental conflicts, wrestling 
with the maternal instinct deeply embedded in every woman. The flow which 
was responsible for leaving the women's liberation movement in an undecided 
or rather unfinished stage, lay in women's reluctance to satisfactorily tackle the 
problems of the family structure because most of the M/s. Libbers were either 
single, or those who were married were concerned with issues like the vote. 
The mountainous upheaval, the lava of feminism had shot forth, assumed 
universal dimensions, unsettling the rocks of established institutions and at the 
same time creating unprecedented problems in its wake. But as everything has to 
come to a clear end to prevent an acute case of septicaemia and the setting in 
of the final decay and rot among these half-turned or fractured slabs of society, a 
re-structuring is called for immediately to remove the symptoms of complete 
deterioration. With the chains of career and family running parallel to each 
other, facilities like those of child-care and flex-time <2> are essential. 
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(2) 'Flex-time' system, whereby everyone works at the office or factory during a midday core 
of hours, but arranges starting, leaving and lunch times according to individual needs 
seems to be working out all right in the U.S. with regard to men and women and due 
regard to the productivity and reduction of absenteeism. 



And, since improvement certainly does not lie in substituting one 
half of a loaf for the other. why should women now simply reverse the roles 
of a home-maker to that of a bread-winner and find no progress either 
way? Men, who have now realised the integral part the ''family" plays, 
have developed a love for family and have joined the women in their 
demands to ensure family happiness and contentment- for the young and the old 
included. This new step towards the goal of a new family-system based on the 
foundation of love, roots and family should now be the quest and form the para
meter both in terms of tactics and achievement of goals, so as to avoid the dark 
whirlpool of disillusionment and loneliness- for both men and women. The 
family of the future - the family of human beings - nurtured on the rights of human 
beings - both men and women - is just ahead of us - if we increase our pace in 
the right direction, we will soon be there. The challenge of the eighties now is 
to transcend different modes of polarities in society, by creating new family patterns 
based on equality and full human identity for both sexes. 

SOFIA TIPPO 

Ill Year Literature. 

WHITHER CHEMICALS? 

Thousands of organic substances are intimately involved in our daily life. 
Among them are more than 10,000 consumer chemical products. The use of 
synthetic organic compounds in items of daily utility has become widespread and 
indiscriminate over the years. Harmful effects of this trend were first highlighted by 
the American naturalist Rachel Carson in 1961 in her popular book 'Silent Spring •. 
Since then many new substances have been revealed to be potential health hazards. 
These substances raise complicated issues that encompass scientific, economic, legal 
and moral considerations. 

During and after the second World War D.D.T. (dichloro, diphenyl, trichloro
ethane) was effectively used to combat a number of insect pests which were carriers 
of diseases including malaria, yellow fever and plague. Within ten years of its 
widespread use, D.D.T. has saved at least fifty lakh lives. In India, it reduced the 
annual death due to malaria from 7i lakhs to just a few thousand. In spite of these 
dramatic attainments, D.D.T. had to be banned from use in most of the developed 
countries. 

D.D.T. is a highly stable substance and is water insoluble, so it remains in the 
environment for a long time, enters in the food chain and accumulates in the fatty 
tissue of animals including man. High residue levels of D.D.T. in some birds can 
produce indirect effects in enzyme systems, causing the birds to lay thin-shelled eggs 
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and so decreasing their productive capacity. It has even led to the loss of specific 
races of birds. Other chlore insecticides like chlordane, dieldrin, tonaohene 
introduced after D.D.T. being banned have now been marked as equally dangerous. 
Workers in a plant producing the poly-chlorinated ketone, kepone were found to 
suffer from loss of memory. tremor, pains in joints, severe weight loss and blurred 
speech. As a mere comparison - in rats it caused sterility, liver damage and cancer. 
A recently discovered nematocide, DBCP (1, 2, Dibromo - 3- Chloropropane) for 
eradicating microscopic worms on certain fruits and leaves has been found to produce 
sterility in those who work with it. It is carcinogenic, too. Powerful Rodenticide 
1080 has been banned because it is highly poisonous to men. 

Another chemical family the polychoro biphenyls has been extensively used 
as plasticizers and in paint, rubber and paper products and inks during the past fifty 
years. They are flame retardants and are inert and thermally stable. In the sixties 
they were being considered a worse environmental threat than D.D.T. In 1978, 
thousands of chickens and millions of kilograms of turkey were destroyed in the 
U.S.A. due to accidental contamination by PCBs. The symptoms of PCB toxicity in 
men include loss of hair, headaches, nausea, loss of memory and loss of bone and 
teeth. They have been linked to liver damage and behavioural and digestive 
disorders in humans, with cancer in rats and mice, and with birth defects in Rhesus 
monkey. 

Diethy/ stilbesterol (DES), a synthetic estrogen was used in the 1950s by 
many women to prevent miscarriages. In the 1970s, it was found that daughters 
born to those women who took DES during pregnancy had a higher than normal 
incidence of vaginal cancer. Estrogens often used to alleviate symptoms of meno
pause have now been linked with development of uterine cancer. 

Certain azo dyes (Rod dye No. 2 and No. 40) used in food products are 
notoriously cancerous. Similarly nitrites used as common preservatives get converted 
into nitroso amines - highly carcinogenic compounds. 

Butylated hydroxy tolerene (BHT) used as anti·oxidant in cooked food (meant 
to be preserved) is known to inhibit oxygen uptake by haemoglobin in red blood 
cells. 

Methyapyrilene is a histamine which is a constituent of most of the popular 
brands of sleeping pills. In 1978 the chemical was shown to cause liver tumours in 
rats when administered in small amounts. 

Hair dyes contain compounds (generally amines, phenols and nitro substances) 
such as phenylene diamines (meta, ortho or para), m-toluenediamine, 2 amino, 
5 nitro phenol, 2, 5 diamineanisole, 2, 4, or 2. 5 diaminotoluene as active ingredients. 
Their concentration in these formulations may be upto 4%. Aromatic amines and 
nitro compounds are lipid soluble and therefore penetrate the skin and distribute 
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themselves in the human system. The most widely used hair dye, 4-methoxy -
m-phenylenediamine has been fauna to be carcinogenic in animals'. Compounds 
cited above have also been found mutagenic in their bacterial tests. 

Acetyl ethyl tetramethyl tetraline (AETT) is used to stabilise fragrances in 
scented cosmetic products, viz, aftershave lotions, colognes, creams, anti-perspirants, 
deodorants, soaps, and perfumes. During skin tests on rats, AETT produced blue 
discolouration in internal organs like liver, kidneys and brain. Also rats became 
hypersensitive and showed tremours and lack of coordination, developed hunched 
backs and lost considerable weight. These effects increased with length of expo
sure. In humans, AETT has been observed to penetrate the skin, enter the blood
stream and distribute itself throughout the body. Also another usual constituent of 
hand and body lotions, shampoos, namely, n-nitroso-diethanol amine, has been 
found to produce liver tumours in rats. 

Though it has become a fashion to keep our food in plastic containers, no 
plastic material is completely resistant to .slow chemical or physical reactions by 
foodstuffs stored in them. Due to leaching of components, additives and 
chemically decomposed products of the containers, there is possibility of 
contamination. Food and Drugs Administrative Organisation of U.S.A. has 
banned the use of acrylonitrile based plastics for storing liquors, cold drinks, 
fruit juices and also in hospitals for storage of life-saving drugs, blood and 
blood-products like plasma and serum which are stored in PVC plastic bags and 
containers. It was observed in the laboratory tests that natural growth and 
development of the body was adversely affected in animals given drinking water 
mixed with acrylonitrile. Besides, lesions in "the central nervous system and 
growth in ear-ducts of animals was also observed. 

Exposure to PVC was found to cause a rare and fatal form of cancer
angiosarcoma of the liver. 

Lead, besides other heavy metals is of principal toxicologic concern today. 
It is used extensively in paints, water-pipes, batteries, pottery, soldering etc. 
Surma, oil-paints, gulal, poster-colours, pencil surface all contain large amounts 
of lead. Lead poisoning was found to result in mental retardation, neurologic 
impairment, hyperactivity, irritability, clumsiness, poor balance and muscle 
weakness. 

A fatal disease Silicosis is caused by inhaling silica dust used in the slate 
industry. In the last 25 years, 2000 persons have died of this disease in 
Multanpur. It is characterised by shortness of breath, difficult breathing, 
expectoration, cough and eventual disability. In advanced stages, T. B. sets in. 

Thalidomide, a non-barbiturate hypnotic, was found responsible for 
congenital malformations. In case of cancer, potential carcinogens and highly 
toxic mutagens such as alkylating agents are used. Drugs that suppress the 
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immune response are administered to prevent rejection of transplanted organs. 
Drugs such as methotrexate which can cause lethal liver damage or malformation 
are used against otherwise untreatable skin diseases like psoriasis. 

The growing use of modern medicines have given birth to a new type of 
disease called "Iatrogenic" diseases - i.e. drug-induced diseases. 

Radioactive substances find a wide range of applications in medicines and 
also for testing the uniformity in thickness of fabrics and to detect leakages in the 
oil pipes etc. 

But, the hazards involved in their usage are too many to be neglected. 
Constant contact with them can cause several physiological disorders with perilous 
consequences. Even the most advanced countries face a difficult problem of disposal 
of nuclear waste which has unfortunately assumed unwarranted political overtones. 

The above observation on different consumer products with regard to their 
probable harmful effects does not mean that their use should be stopped altogether. 
Many of these products were produced for genuine public needs and their produc
tions and consumption constitute an important segment of the economy. However, 
a well-informed user can act with caution and discontinue the use of any commodity, 
at the earliest discovery of any abnormal reaction on him or her on account of its 
use. Simpler life styles, relying more on natural way of life may also help avoid use 
of certain synthetics to some extent. 

RADHIKA BATRA 
Ill B.Sc. Chemistry 

PICASSO
THE PROTEST AGAINST WAR 

Art though generally thought of as definite beauty is also a documentation of 
the moods of a particular era. This may be a happy, light-hearted and frivolous one, 
or an era when things serious became the focus of attention or the phase might be 
one of trouble and strife. In the last mentioned, man's insecurity is the underlying 
message. 

When tragic scenes are represented, the feelings of the artist are bared on the 
canvas surface. In the 1930's, Spain was beset with conflicts and insurrection. One 
of history's bloodiest, bitterest civil wars burst across Spain in July 1936. Picasso 
the all time great Spanish painter watched with mounting apprehension and indigna
tion as his native land was torn by the succession of blows that began with rebellion 
in Spanish Morocco and led to the savage bombing of the little town of Gurernica in 
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Northern Spain. Horror-struck at the destruction of this peaceful village and its 
innocent civilian population by German planes. Picasso V¥as jolted into a whirlwind 
of creative fury. 

It burst into canvas in his most powerful painting, perhaps the greatest 
anti-war statement in art. His personal and deep-felt agony is apparent in the work 
as one examines it. The horrors of the war in all its blood chilling aspects and the 
consequent mental anguish are captured in this masterpiece. 

The' reason for its continued popularity, even though that particular tragedy 
has been almost erased from man's memory, is that it is a timeless protest against 
warfare and its horrendous aftermath. 

It is cast in darkness as if in mourning. A few contorted, dying and dead 
figures along with a bull and a horse dominate the scene. The central figure is a 
wounded horse, its head upraised in a paroxysm of fright. Above it_is a sun, shaped 
like an eye with an electric bulb for a pupil, below to the left lies a slain warrior, one 
hand clutching a broken sword, the other tautly outflung. To the left a bull looks off 
into the distance. Below him a woman holding a dead child sends a shriek heaven
ward. At the right are three other women. One falls screaming from a burning 
house, her clothes aflame. Another runs in mindless flight. The third represented 
only by a head and an arm, thrusts forth a lamp. The sombre hues of black grey and 
white, unrelieved in any way, emphasise the tragedy. Neither in the colours nor in 
the figures, nor in all the complex symbolism of the painting, is there hope. Even 
the woman's lamp only serves to illumine calamity. The bull according to Picasso 
represents • brutality and darkness·. The horse represents the people. But according 
to the critics, the bull is not the villain; the enemy is nowhere on the canvas - an 
omission which conveys a chilling message to the victims of modern warfare, the 
enemy remains impersonal and unknown. 
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Picasso himself has called this painting an allegory - but he has not fully 
explained the symbols he has used. This is probably because they have too many 
meanings for him. 

Guremica was intended as a lament for the loss of liberty and freedom. It is a 
protest against the massacre of the innocents at any time. In it, Picasso has made a 
more stunning portrait of war's cruel reality than even a camera could record. 

ROHINI, K. 
I M.A. Fine Arts 

WHAT MAN HAS MADE OF NATURE 

Modern man, engrossed in his own problems, increasingly isolated from 
nature in his cities, has only recently begun to rediscover an ancient truth : he 
represents just one strand in an infinitely complex web of living things that share the 
earth. Each time he unravels a delicate strand of this web he learns something more 
about it-usually to his great dismay ! The despair felt by many people as they 
looked upon a world ravaged by man was forcefully expressed by the English poet 
Thomas Beddoes : 

"Nature's polluted 
There's man in every secret corner of her 
Doing damned wicked deeds" 

If we examine the natural environment we find that it comprises of air, water, 
soil, vegetation, insects, birds and animal life. We have taken all these aspects for 
granted and from the very beginning 'Homo' has and is exploiting the environment 
upto his technological limits. 

The pollutants cast skyward by man's smoke - stacks and automobiles, not 
only endanger his health but also leads to a rise in the temperature of the planet 
itself and this poses a threat to the very life on it. Pesticides, while raising crop 
yield have already brought whole populations of mammals, birds and fishes to the 
brink of extermination. Sewage and industrial wastes are already killing all life in 
some of the world's largest bodies of water such as, Lake Erie and Lake Baikal 
in Russia. Belatedly man has become aware that every being, himself included, 
affects every other living thing in an intricate interaction with the land, air and 
water. 

Electric power plants and nuclear power plants seemed to offer the solution 
of 'clean' electricity. But the steam used to drive turbines and generators is 
cooled by circulating water from a nearby lake or river and then returning it, its 
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temperature raised by the power plants' waste. The shock of this heating kills 
fish. Spawning and growth cycles of others are interfered with. Insects responding 
to a temperature will appear much earlier, when there is no food and the birds that 
eat these insects find no food for themselves. A host of more subtle changes 
are also feared. The toxin in the water spreads diseases among wild life and also 
among men. Wezhakkad village on the banks of the Chaliyar river in Mallapuram 
district, Kerala is slowly dying. Every day the village is bombarded by a con
tinuous stream of air and water pollutants. 

Each year in the U. S. alone 200 millions of gases, chemicals and dust are 
dumped into the atmosphere. Airborne wastes from England's Midlands and 
Germany's Ruhr have been blamed for 'acid bearing rain' and 'black snow' that 
have fallen as far away as Norway and Sweden threateningp fish and forests. 
People die of respiratory and heart diseases. Air pollutants could change the 
world's climate permanently. 

C0 2 produced by the burning of coal and other fuels allow the sun's rays 
t9 strike the earth's surface. but, like the roof of a greenhouse it traps the out
going heat radiation from the earth. This causes the warming of the earth and 
factories and power plants have been the most obvious reasons for this. 

Total extinction threatens nearly a hundred species in North America alone. 
Many are no longer endangered by guns and traps but by man-made weapons: bul
dozers and concrete mixers, which destroy natural habitats, insiduous man-made 
chemical pesticides like DDT, Aldein, Dieldein. Parathion etc. poison wild life. The 
slow disappearance of the American bald eagle was found to be done by DDT which 
interfered with an essential hormone in the female. This made them lay eggs with a 
leathery and soft outer covering which could not sustain life. It causes paralysis 
in man, and has the same adverse effects in Antarctic seals, fishes and penguins. 

In ''The Hindu" (February 1Oth 1981) it is stated "Holy dips too much for the 
Ganga". A study by the Central Board for the Prevention and Control of Water 
Pollution shows that the pollution loads in the Ganga following large numbers of 
people entering it on holy occasions is excessive. This is something far beyond its 
assimilation and self-purification capacity. This causes hazards such as various water
borne diseases to the bathing community. 

Technological advances have become scourges; jet planes boom, trucks 
rumble, auto exhausts sting eyes, factory smoke chokes lungs. Man has enthusiasti -
cally carried out the destiny ascribed to him in the Genesis. 'Be fruitful and 
multiply ...... and have dominion over ...... everything that moveth upon the earth"
but in the process he has broken most of the ecological rules governing life. 

SMC-4 

ALICE THOMAS 
Ill Year Zoology 
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MIMETIC SPLENDOUR 

The mole has its hole in the ground and even the bird has a home to 
which it can retire with satisfied chirping during the night. And men-but that's 
a different a story. 

The solid, green, beautiful, barren ugly earth belongs to those who have 
built their foundations not in it but in power. In the cave days, maybe, a man 
had to fight for the land he occupied ; to see that he rooted himself to the 
earth with some semblance of eternal security. We seem to have come a long 
way: we now fight not with club and axe but with even more potent weapons : 
law and politics. 

I don't think you've got the faintest idea of what's in the bush I'm beating 
about. Well then, to put it plainly, it's nothing, nothing but slums and slum -
clearing. What are those groups of patched, thatched remnants of the past 
doing in the twentieth century, one rarely wonders : it's so much a part of 
modern life. Yet this is where superstition, submission or rebellion, dirt. twisted 
values-all those things which we discreetly try to hide, flourish out in the open. 
It is the people of these huts who are rootless nomads wandering in the desert 
of city life, lost in the act of existence. No one really knows who is responsible 
for this set - up: it is so much integrated into the famous vicious circle. But 
it is there, oh, very much there. To prove it, there has been no city without a 
slum; a case of no rose without the inevitable thorn (or is it the other way round) 
and removing the thorn is no joke. 

Make the city beautiful ! Clear the slums ! Provide housing for the poor ! 
What a sense of awareness, and belief in man's ingenuity do these slogans 
create! More boldly done than easily said! One can't blame the people who 
want to do these noble things, and one can't blame the people to whom these 
noble things are done. 

Let's just look at what happens when a slum is about to be cleared. 
The Housing Board builds a long building with seven or eight storeys and 
then allots the apartments to different families. The rates are quite comfortable. 
Hardly two months pass before these buildings and their environment turn into 
filthy monuments of human degradation. The only visible success: the horizontal 
slum has become vertical for a change. 

Then of course, it's not simply a matter of having been allotted an 
apartment, and comfortably dirtying it. There are other hitches on the way. Some
times, three or four families are stranded with the same apartment. A mistake? 
Bad organisation? Corruption? Negligence? The flat remains unoccupied; 
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everybody gets confused and irritated; optimists have the opportunity to hope 
that things will get settled, while pessimists condemn the Housing Board, the 
Corporation, and the Government (past, present and future). But actually one 
finds it hard to take sides and get all worked up about the houselessness of the 
poor or the housing activities of the Housing Board. We wait for developments, 
which are very startling and disheartening if we want to feel sorry for the 
poor. 

No sooner does a family get an apartment than it rents it out to another 
family. After all, going to a flat will not make any difference in the way of life, 
so why not stay on a free piece of land and earn some money in the process. Very 
crooked and very admirable-till the Government wakes up with its usual fits 
of enthusiasm and decides to take a long overdue look, with the natural out -
come that the passivity suddenly changes into a frenzied attempt to leap before 
looking. 

Some officers trot along and begin large- scale demolition without 
pausing to enquire whether the land is being illegally occupied, whether the 
family has already got its apartment, whether they have yet to have an apartment 
allotted. Roofs come down, pots get broken, mud walls are returned to the earth : 

. this is what power can do when prodded. More often than not, this activity 
is due to rivalry between political parties, who most probably have been pricked 
where it hurts. To salvage their reputations; the slum people are made scape -
goats : they allow themselves to be so used because of their weakness : need of 
money. 

A friend of mine who has done economics tells me that our country is 
getting richer, but that there is no equitable distribution of! wealth. Does this 
have any relationship to the distribution of humaneness, of mercy, of compassion? 
You just can't render whole families-mothers with children, men who live between 
suffering and misery with a beggar's choice of the two-homeless without warning 
them, without providing some kind of alternative. 

The alternative when it comes is a belated attempt to undo the destruction. 
Promises of compensation are made to those whose huts have been illegally pulled 
down ; and it's a typical, cynical reaction of the people that they don't waste 
much time on hope. One legal hut-owner summed it up: "Who knows when 
it is going to happen?" 

And so life returns to its drudgery. What was the bubble explosion in 
aid of? Probably, to prove that the law is awake; you are of course, entitled 
to your own opinion. Somewhere along the road of our progress, there is a polluted 
river that hasn't been bridged or cleared. We didn't recognize it before, but it's 
stench; if unchecked it will soon poison and cripple progress and advancement. 
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Dirty linen can no longer be buried in a hole: even a stray dog could smell it out 
and reveal the shame of hypocrisy. Are we going to prepare the stage for some 
great man or are we going to take up the responsibility ourselves? In either case, 
we're going to have to work together: little drops of water cannot make the mighty 
ocean if each little drop of water decided to be a puddle in mimetic splendour. 

PADMA REDEPPA 
I M. A. Literature. 

THE RIGHT TO BE HUMAN 

Human Rights? The Universal Declaration of Human Rights? All I want is 
the right to be human. 

I want to be myself - the unique individual. I was created - but you label 
me· 'a really good girl • or 'silly child·, 'such a sensible sober girl • or 'that clown'. 

And there I remain. In your eyes I shall never outgrow that label. I know 
that because the shadow of your judgement falls over me; because ultimately I 
shall always do what you expect me to. 

I want to be completely honest but I see the pervading corruption, the 
dishonesty, the immense values of the society you have created. And you tell 
me 'Absolute honesty is impossible. Bend or be broken '. 

I want to be free to worship my Lord with my hearts's devotion. But I am 
afraid - for you curl up your lips and say, • Religious fanatic' or worse, • 
the Pharisee !. 

I want to love-to open my arms, my heart to all-to steer clear of your 
cliques, your groups. But I know you 'II say, 'The hypocrite.· How can she 
love every one ! ·You'll ascribe motives to me. And so, discouraged, I don't begin. 

I want to throw off the shackles of my worldly goods, and be poor, 
I dream of working for the poorest of the poor wherever they may be. But, I fear, 
your pitying smile, your pitying comment - "Another of those young idealists -
those youthful radicals. '' 

Yes, I want to dream the impossible dream, to reach for the most distant star, 
in the most distant sky. My heart wants to break the bounds of all creation and yet 
you limit me to a tiny corner of it. 
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I want to rebel, to expose your cruel exploitation, your injustices, your 
rank corruption. But you whisper softly in my ear, I Be prudent, child I 
Or else, you 'II burn yourself I 

Burn myself I don't care. Yes, I don't care, Oh ! I want to be free to 
follow the highest, the purest, the most beautiful, the noblest aspirations of 
my heart. My voice rises to a hysterical pitch. 

Don't I The expression on your face makes me want to cry for I hear you say, 
I Avoid extremes, dear child. The middle road is the best.· 

I don't want any middles. I want to meet, greet, and beat every challenge 
face. And I tell you, ' One day I shall be a saint, a mystic. I shall reach unto 

the Absolute, the Infinite, the Ultimate. I shall reach God.· 

You smile (and your smile has the bitter taste of unshed tears) and say, 
' I understand you. This is a phase young people go through •. 

I don't like you ! You chain me to earth when I want to soar. You fix me 
into a neat little slot and don't let me grow. You don't give me any freedom. You 
limit me. GIVE ME MY HUMAN RIGHTS I 

Who are you, anyway ? 

You are 'the World·. You are all mankind. I stare at you angrily and then 
look deeper. 

You are me! 

Amazed, I search the hidden recesses of my own heart and find you 
there. 

And I look at you with piteous recognition and say sadly, 'You are my 
other self, my friend. You are my human self wrestling with my divine self.' 

And I tell you, 'It is not you that denies me my freedom, my right to be human. 
It is I who am the coward, who compromise myself, my all. My friends, it is not you 
that denies me the right to be human, being divine. 

It is I. 

ANITA MATHIAS 
I B. A. Literature 
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RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE OF GOD 

A beautiful Korean verse goes, 

" Behold I Spring has come 

though the cold wind still blows 

The morning of a new history is shining 

Though injustice and evil still remain. " 

The morning of a new history shone for the people of India on August 15th 1947, 
but the freedom has yet to dawn on the life of the Adhi Dravida. 

The murders at Belchi, the devastation at Villipuram, the shockingly cruel 
incidents of injustice in pockets of North and South India-reflect the unheard cry, 
the unseen agony, the unwritten rules of tyranny, the continued suppression and 
oppression of man by man. Where in all this inhumane reality is human rights? 

It is all very well to talk of intellectual consciousness 
and growth, attitudinal changes and change of heart but 
when the core of consciousness is caste-consciousness 
legitimated by religion, the very grounds for rationality is 
denied. The doctrines of samsara {cycle of rebirth) and 
karma {compensation for all acts in life) are connected by 
the brahmins with the caste system so that one's position 
in the social strata is determined by one's acts in a former 
life. Such religious sanction made the caste structure 
unshakeable. There is no universal ethic-the only impor
tant thing is duty of one's caste-the dharma. As Weber 
rightly puts it, this, is the strongest stabilisation of the 
social structure that could be imagined I 

The further shocking reality is that casteism is prevalent even among some 
Christian communities-the very opposite of the doctrine of Christ's teachings. It is 
true that the shackles of a structure that has survived for centuries cannot be hacked 
down in a decade. It is a slow continuous process involving generations. But it 
must be noted that in this issue, half the battle is won if it is successfully fought in 
the minds of men. 

So do not sympathise with the Adi-dravidas. For sympathy there is no 
need. Instead stimulate your mind to right thinking and follow it up with right 
speech and action-and in the process you are fighting the battle for the Harijans 
and making a better person of yourself. If the reservation policy fills you with 
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anguish, you are tasting now only one drop of bitter medicine the Harijans had to 
swallow in silence for a thousand years and more. What cause have you for 
anguish? 

In a society ridden by caste and bondage by birth, the call for human rights 
is the greatest. No matter on which side of the bank you lie, duty demands that 
you heed the call. 

S. THANAM 
Ill Year Sociology 

THE PRIMARY HUMAN RIGHT 

Yesterday I thrust my hand into the salt jar and came in contact with 
something hard. I lifted it out. It was a crystal of rock salt. I stared at it 
uncomprehendingly till recognition seeped into my brain and pave me a jolt. It had 
been ages since I had seen rock salt and I had fallen into thinking that powdery 
table salt was the form of naturally extracted salt. 

I opened the windows wide and let the greenery hit my eye. It was a 
pleasing shock nevertheless in direot contrast to the familiar closeted feeling that 
my family's fourth floor apartment produced. Standing here, with the roads and 
rooftops much below my eye, all I could see was a painting of assorted colours-red, 
yellow, brown and shades and shades of green. I gave full rein to my imagination, 
leaning on the wall with my hands clasped. Visions arose in front of me-visions 
of hills, cool valleys, wide plains and fields of verdure, of Frost's autumnal gardens 
and Spyri's green velveted mountainside in 'Heidi'. For a moment I was not there, 
yet, I was there. I felt my spirits fitted high on the invisible clouds of ecstasy 
and experienced something akin to Keats in his 'Ode to a Nightingale' -
lifted on the 'viewless wings' of imagination and wishfully thinking as it were of 
another time, another place. 

I touched my cheek. It was wet with tears. Tears for what I did not 
know. May be it was the vague sense of loss that was troubling my mind, but loss 
for just what, I couldn't say. It was just a feeling that I had missed out on 
something. I couldn't however put my finger on it. I felt a sudden urge to listen to 
the music of John Denver. Something was wrong with the cassette player but my 
mind plunged me into music sans the recorder. The magical quality of transferring 
a person bodily to the country side even though a poor imitation of his songs is 
alive, I think, only in Denver. 
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You fill up my senses, Like light in a Forest 

Like a mountain in springtime, like a walk in the rain 

Like a storm in a desert, Like a sleepy blue ocean 

You fill up my senses, Come fill me again. 

And they filled up my senses, his voice and the visions it conjured. This was my 
refuge-from an endless, meaningless world of hurry and established patterns of 
attending college, going through routine chores, of worrying over the results of a 
tiny test, of creating impressions, of tiring in a world where one alters one's feelings, 
one's ideas and emotions, the essence of one's self in order to suit others, in order 
that on!i may I ive in peace. Here, most activities revolved around two things
time and people. Each morning brings multitudes crawling on concrete walks in a 
valiant fight against time and at the cost of suppressing one's inner self, one's 
individuality. Here every one was trapped in the mesh that was created by the rest 
of society, its norms, its dictates of what is right and what is wrong, what is moral 
and what is immoral, what is good behaviour, manners, and decorum. A man has to 
have an ambition in life if he is worth his salt, a girl cannot dress as she pleases or 
smile at a boy without unjust suspicions cowering her down in no time. There are 
even cut and set patterns of vocations for each sex. A girl cannot even sit on the 
railing on a bus stop in sweltering heat without someone jumping to wrong 
conclusions. Is it a crime to be born a girl? Cannot a girl follow the dictates of her 
mind without inviting criticism? Why is it necessary that everyone should have a 
definite goal, an ambition? Why is lack of this considered wrong? Why can't a 
person irrespective of sex do what he pleases without others passing moral, 
intellectual and emotional judgements on him instantly? 

There is a sentence from a book I once read, I forget which, that I will hug 
to my grave no matter what. It expresses my sentiments to a ·r. A young man 
from the city is taken to his girl friend's place in the country and when her aunt 
questions him as to his ambitions he replies that he does not have any. The aunt 
is surprised. She has never met a man from the city without an ambition and a 
search for a quick road to fame and money though there are a few like that in tne 
country. " Don't you want to achieve anything in life?", she asks him. He replies " 
I don't want to achieve I just want to be". Shades of frost again. I think of a 
dead leaf, a dry twig, a blade of grass nodding in the passing breeze. "What is 
this life if full of care, we have no time to stand and stare?". I think back to the 
days of my carefree childhood when I wandered barefoot in wayward streams, 
chewing blades of paddy casually plucked from a nearby field (and earning 
threatening shouts from angry farmers for my trouble) all in search of the 83ngalore 
Dairy where they sold rosemilk, a rare luxury to me. We had been there a few days 
back on a class excursion and were given free samples of rosemilk. The taste of it 
still lingered temptingly two days later when my sisters and I set out to find this 
fairyland about two miles outside Bangalore. The factory turned out to be shut-
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al'l intractable disappoinment among the many in that quarter of my life and yet, in a 
way it was worth it. I wouldn't have missed the act of sheltering from the heat 
under a tamarind tree and taking tentative licks at unripe fruits or the joy of breathing 
the fresh country air and sights that left me feeling robust (mentally) and physically 
tired, for anything. 

If I had been old enough in the sixties. I would have gladly joined the flower 
children in their hunt for an identity through the act of communion with nature. 
That generation had the courage to break away, to walk off the beaten track of 
respectability. And courage is something I Jack with my visions of a tiny cottage 
deep in the country with only birds; dogs, cats, horses and my little dark foster 
children to keep me company within nature's secure embrace. But these are some
thing for the far future, if financial problems do not curb or cripple my intentions. 
And the rest are just, as someone said, idle and directionless nostalgia. Or are 
they 7 I need them to sustain me in my day to day life. They are, perhaps, like 
pillars at which I clutch for support on my interminable walk towards the future. 
As I gently switched off my mind from these thoughts I hear soft music wafted 
into it- ' 

Life in a city can make you crazy 

For sounds of the sand and the sea 
Life in a high-rise can make you hungry 
For things that you can't even see 

Fly away! John Denver. 

1 see myself racing on the beach with the dog at my side, my hair streaming 
behind me and the moon smiling from above. Civilization has robbed me of my 
greatest right. the right to be me, myself, I, the individual ...... 

I break away forcibly from my thoughts and look out. Our neighbours in the 
flat opposite us have littered the landing I had cleaned a few hours back. And loud, 
raucous film music reverberated in the atmosphere. After the experience of days 
of pleading and no results, except something that threatens to end in fisticuffs, I 
resign myself. I know it all like the back of my hand, what they'll say, "It is our 
right you know. It is not just your place, It's ours too ...... " 

PRABHA, J. 
I Year Literature 
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HUMAN RIGHTS? 

Jim always used to wonder why white boys never came to his class or school. 
He thought it was unfair and that they should also be allowed a chance. Jim posed 
this curious doubt as a question to his mother, in the kitchen. Through the open 
window the hot African sunlight caught two tear drops on her cheeks and made 
them glisten. "Yes, son. It's unfair to us". History was repeating itself. It 
wasn't for the first time a parent was explaining to his off-spring how the twists of 
fate had made them aliens in their own soil. This land of fertility, land of magni
ficent diamonds which the Almighty had made exclusively for them was being 
exploited by invaders from thousands of miles away and not a cent from it was 
given to the blacks. 

Jim's father leading protest riots had ended up in a dark cell, far from his 
son, 'his wife and his land never to see sunlight again. 

Jim thought about this for hours together and wondered how long it will 
take for him to fight for his rights; his countrymen's freedom. But alas ! The world 
was not concerned about a mere six year old's thoughts. The world powers were 
busy supporting this apartheid regime just to maintain. trade relations when more 
valuable things were at stake. The next day found Jim asking his school teacher, 

"Am I black inside too, Ma'm ?" 

"No, Jim, you are not". 

"Then do I have the same things inside my body as white people do?". 

"Yes". "Then am I not their equal? Why am l not allowed to go to the same 
school or church as they do?". 

"You're too young to understand all this, Jim. It has always been like this. 
You, a little boy can't change it". 

"Why not" thought that six-year old's mind; "When my father went to the 
prison fighting for my country's freedom, why not me?" worked his patriotic soul. 
He was deeply disturbed by this. The bare, naked truths were chiselled in a tender 
heart. 

Summers chased Autumns. Jim was fourteen and nothing had changed in 
those eight years which had not for almost centuries. Jim was now a militant 
youngster. He led protests by his classmates against the unjust acts of discrimi
nation : and against which thousands had protested, fought and lost. He was 
admired by other boys older to him and thus he got invited to a rally in which 
they were to march along the roads, raising slogans against apartheid, through 
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the white quarters which was forbidden to them. Earlier a black boy was 
actually shot in the leg for straying there. "Jim", said the other boy, "the country 
shall realise that this land forbidden to us is not beyond the reach of a few school 
and college students and then I hope their ignorance shall fade". Jim was thrilled. 
His visions were at least having a practical start. The day of the rally dawned 
bright and hot. Jim was at tha head of the procession that was most actively 
raising alogans. The inevitable happened. The security department tried to stop 
them with tear gas bombs. The people retaliated with all that they could lay 
their hands on. The police opened fire. Jim was gravely wounded. As he would 
have wished, his blood slowly dripped on his soil, red against the parched road 
showing once and for all that the blood of the white and the black is the same red. 
Till those stains vanished and long after that, they will remind the African nation of 
a fourteen year old boy's sacrifice. Though in that area a hospital run for the whites 
was there, Jim was taken to a far away hospital, where he died. 

Jim was buried in a graveyard which was •exclusively' for black people. 
Not even injury and death could gain Jim the basic human right of freedom that M 
valued most in his short life. 

LAKSHMI RAMAKRISHNAN 
Ill year. Mathematics. 

CINDERELLA (Updated) 

Our tale begins right away in the present just after Cinderella has bagged 
her Prince. 

•Mother' screeched Ugliana Sistaire, 'I'm finished! You've let that twit 
Cinderella walk off with my Prince! 'Oh, how could you ?" 'My dear, 'said the 
wicked step mother (of course she was Ugliana's mother, but as she had identi
fied with the role rather thoroughly, she found it difficult to discard it even when 
the situation was inapposite) 'I know after Freud one does tend to fix everything 
on the Mother, but aren't you overdoing it a little?' 

"You could have done something" said Ugliana sulkily. "Well, I was 
rather preoccupied with affairs of my own, but relax, I'll take care of everything 
now" 

"But haven't you heard mother, they're going to be married" moaned Ugliana. 

"I must request you not to speak of marriage as if it were as final as the 
coffin, Ugliana, try to be a little more up to date." 
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" What are we going to do ?" 

"The sensible thing of course, 
take professional advice". 

They were directed to the latest 
in charm schools run by the most 
elegant and qualified of experts, a 
Ms. Faerie Godperson who had 
taken twin degrees in Cosmetology 
and Psychoanalysis (she never 
failed to impress this achievement 
on potential and captive clientele). 
She boasted of ' result-oriented 
approach' and was credited with 
{near) magical transformations. 

''Really a most challenging 
case; I shall be delighted to help 
Ms. Sistaire" said Ms. Godperson, 
condescendingly gracious. 

"Yeah, but we'd like to make it 
plain that we've already spent a 
fortune on products like Dreamy 
Cream, Slippery Hip and the like. 
We don't want to go through 
that again,' said Ugliana's father 
who W. S. had tried to leave behind 

failed. Ms. Godperson waved that aside. "These products have a certain utility 
of course, but unless reinforced by the properly projected idea fail to achieve the 
target. As my thesis will prove, cosmetology and psychology are indivisible, 
fusing metaphysically the inner and outer worlds ... " 

"Regarding my daughter's ball dress ... " said W. S. who had an uneasy 
feeling that Ms. Godperson charged by the minute and didn't want her husband to 
turn nasty when the bill came in. 

"Trousers of course; purple I think-the regal note of confidence would be 
important-crepe de chine is again in vogue-it would have to be of a transparent 
delicacy ... !" 

"Er ... don't you think, in view of the limitations of my daughter's figure 
something more solid ... some support ... " 
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•'Nonsense" said Ms. Godperson glacially. The upholstered look is quite, 
quite out. It's the natural uncorseted, liberated carefree Ugliana that we shall 
emphasize. Ms. Step mother you are not •ausait' with the ideas. You don't-latest 
attempt to conceal a deficiency there by deceiving no one and admitting you are 
lacking-you emphasize all that is unbeautiful with such superb assurance that 
the viewer accepts failing for fulfilment". 

"Rather a tall order, isn't it?" 

"I suggest you leave it to me Ms. Stepmother. Now, your daughter's feet 
for instance, they are not as tiny as one considered beautiful." 

"Any footwear I get into would have to be nearly big enough to fit the 
Prince," said Ugliana. 

"Precisely. So do we try to fit you into a slipper two sizes too small? We do 
not. You will wear half-boots in white studded with amethysts". 

At this stage W. S. suggested to her husband that he had better attend to 
getting the car repainted. They wouldn't want to arrive in something that looked 
more like the pumpkin. 

'Do you really think this will work?' asked W. S. nervously surveying the 
finished product. 

•1 have every confidence-all men are fools. If you really want to make assurance 
doubly sure I would advise you to do a little lobbying in palace circles. Once there 
is an avalanche of public opinion even the Rhinoceros is acceptable. 'While I 
admit her looks are not entirely satisfactory-

'Rhinoceros?' that really is a bit thick' said W. S. stiffly. 

·You are being absurd. I was of course referring to lonesco'. 

I'm surprised you didn't recognize the name' 

'Ah, well, what's in a name?' said W. S. turning that off as airily as she could. 

"Pienty-Ugliana tells me you have a habit of shortening her name to 'Ugly' or 
even 'Ugh'-really Ms. Step!" 

W. S. had the grace to look ashamed. 

"You know how it is-one just falls into the family idiom". 

"Ouite-1 would say a little group therapy is indicated". 
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As one of my prospective clients unexpectedly got married, I can give you an 
appointment ,next week ... " 

W. S. managed to wriggle out of that one, but it was a near thing. 

Ugliana's ball was a resounding success. W. S. had pulled everything she 
could lay hands on. Everyone acclaimed Ugliana as the undoubted beauty of the 
ball. The Prince made some difficulties but that had been expected. He corres
ponded fairly closely to Ms. Godperson's dictum and was as dumb as could be 
reasonably hoped for, but even he could see Cinderella's definite superiority. 

"My Cindy's a lot better looking', he objected to the hundredth singer of 
Ugliana's praises. 

'I wi II grant that she has a certain crude appeal ... but Ugliana, has more. 
Ugliana is "une belle Ia ide". 

"Uh ...... actually I graduated in Pol tical Science" said the Prince sheepishly. 

"Ugly beautiful ie. her ugliness is part of a very superior and distinguished 
beauty. You will be a fool if you don't snap her up". 

The Prince felt that he couldn't afford to allow, in view of his position, an 
impression of that sort to circulate; one of the most elementary lessons in Political 
Science had been the importance of Public Opinion. 

Ugliana and the prince were the cynosure of all eyes as they danced. When 
the clock tolled midnight the Prince did feel a qualm 'Actually, er ... l ought to be 
getting back to Cinderella .. .' "But Ugliana could cope with that: ·Darling let's just 
give Cinderella the glass slipper ... " 
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MOOD TRANSPLANTATION 

"Lalla Lalla Ia Ia". Mr. Scient was walking along Second Street. He suddenly 
stopped and listened. There was a feeble cry breezing out of the house. He 
knocked. After a while a dark unattractive personality peeped out. 

"Hey I Were you crying just a while ago?" 

"Oh please do come in Sir. mmm·· 

"M m m, please sit down" (Still sobbing). 

"M m m, would you like some drinks?" 

"Tell me what is this 'mmm' for?" Mr. Scient roared. 

"I wish to mix and chat with everyone" 

··Go ahead I You've every right to do that". 

"But, But I I am so dark and ugly." 

"What of that? God created you so ! No fault of yours I First, tell me your 
name." 

"Cee" "Cee ?" "Yah I" 

• Ohl Come on" Mr. Scient shook hands with Cee. 

Your family is so well known and you are so very important for us". 

"I don't follow. Tell me how" 

"I know all your ancestors. Isn't your great grandfather Mr. Carb ?" 

"Exactly! even my father was named Mr. Carb. You know him?" 

"Oh I seel Then I know many of your kith and kin. The whole world of 
business science is full of them. It's almost bursting to the seams. The whole 
rich class is there with us! Have you heard of the 'Orchem' family? The entire 
lot is so popular." 

"'Yes, I've heard about them. My God ! What a huge rich family! One 
should be born like that. mmm !" 

"Sniff back that sigh I You belong to their family really. Lady Diam for 
whose hands people crave, is your aunt." 
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"Really! Then why do I feel that people are laughing at me?" 

It's your ignorance." 

"How nice l Thank you very much Mr. Scient. I feel elated. Will you please 
help me to fulfil my desire?" 

"Certainly" 

"Thank you very much. You are so nice. Will you take me around and 
introduce me to everyone ?" 

"It is my pleasure! I know all your people around here too well. Come on, 
get started". 

'Cee' was very excited and happy, when he returned home after his visits 
with Mr. Scient. All around him were so kind and good. He realised that he had 
remained in his shell for too long. On the way Mr. Scient kept enlightening 'Cee' 
with his personal experiences with "Cee's" family. 

"Mr. Scient, are you tired?" 

"No never! I cannot afford to get tired of being with you!" 

"Then will you do me a favour?" 

"Hm" "Thank you so much for removing my complex. In a way I am happy' 
to know that you are also related to me. But still, I have one more wish." 

"Tell me fast. I must go home. My wife will be worried." 

"You are so kind and knowledgeable. I am eager to visit my vague relatives 
in your circle". 

They walked out together and roamed around Mr. Scient's area. •Cee' was 
very happy to see the beautiful gardens, big buildings, factories, and the racing 
vehicles. 

"Mr. Scient. I want to see that place over there" screamed 'Cee. • 

"Don't bother, there's nothing there." 

"Even then! Please accompany me." 

·cee' pulled Mr. Scient and walked towards the' place. Mr. Scient's face 
changed colour. He said "I'll take a little rest here. You go around and come back 
fast". Cee went off. Mr. Scient was feeling restless. Cee came back after a long 
while roaring with laughter. 

"Hah, Hah, Hah, Haha". 
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"Now come on, stop all this and tell me what happened." 

'Cee' subsided and said, "Mr. Scient, you have fallen flat'" 

"What do you mean?"' 

"I realise now why you went out of your way to remove my complex:· 

" ..... " Scient waited for 'Cee' to continue "Because you can meddle with me 
also and make me produce another Orchem or Diam." 

"Don't blabber." 

"Oh, truth is labelled this way? There lives a society so neglected and 
uncared for. You didn't even feel like stepping in there?" * 

" ........ "Shame on you. My people are better. The fault was on me when I 
came out to mix with them they welcomed me with open arms." 

"Hah Hah Ha! If I could meet my fore-fathers I'll certainly laugh at them for 
creating you selfish people." 

"My town is certainly heaven" 'Cee' thought to himself and walked back. 

"Lalla Lalla lala" The music faded. 

Mr. Scient was stunned. He sat there brooding. Tears fell out of the sockets. 
"Hey, Are you sleeping?" Somebody on the road shook him up. 

He wearily made his way home. 

Carb-Carbon 

C-Cee Carbon 

Diam-Diamond 

Scient-Scientist 

SMC-6 

2nd street, Middle house-position 

of carbon in the periodic table. 

Orchem-Organic chemistry. 

RUKMINI SRINIVASAN, 
Department of Chemistry. 
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Fl BONACCI NUMBERS 

"MATHEMATICS is the King of all arts and Queen of all Sciences" 

"Number theory is the Queen of Mathematics" 

The system of numbers has many interesting patterns, applications and 
features. We shall see a special type of numbers in the following pages. 

• We are all very familiar with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ...... the set of natural 
numbers. But what are 1, 1, 1+1. 1+2, 2+3, 3+5,5+8 ... ie. 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 
13, 21, 34, 55. 89, 144 •.• These are the Fibonacci numbers named after the most 
talented mathematician Fibonacci of the West in Middle Ages. He was also known 
as Leonardo of Pisa - an Italian merchant who learnt most of the mathematical 
techniques while travelling in the Orient. His famous work, 'Liber Abaci' 
containing his algebraic and arithmetical writing is one of the means by which the 
Hindu Arabic mathematics got introduced to the West. 

But, today he is remembered more by the sequence of numbers known 
after his name. 

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, .... Any number after the first 2 numbers is 
the sum of the previous 2 numbers. ie. Fn+1 =Fn+Fn-1 

These numbers have many interesting properties and applications. They 
turn out in most unexpected areas like chemistry, botany, architecture, celebrated 
paintings, and even music. There are 2 different theories about the origin of 
these numbers. 

Some claim that he found these numbers when he observed the number of 
bees in each generation and there are some others who claim that he found these 
when he obesrved the growth of rabbits. 

We shall discuss both the theories. Let us first consider the bee problem. 
He observed that whenever a female bee gave birth to a drone {male) it ate away its 
partner alive. Therefore, he found that a drone always had a mother alone, 
while a female bee had both mother and father. Keeping this in mind he tried 
to trace the ancestors of a single drone. 
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11 /If 1'1 --5"" 
Here D donates the drone bee 

F --3 whose ancestors we are 

tracing. 

1"1 F ----a. 

,..., ---'l.. F denotes father and 

----1. 
M denotes mother. 

J) 

Thus Fibonacci arrived at the sequence 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 ...... Next, let us 
consider the problem on rabbit reproduction. He kept a male female pair of 
rabbits in an enclosure and studied the number of pairs of rabbits at the end of 
every month. He found that many new pairs did not yield progeny till the end of 
its first month and every pair thereafter gave birth to a male female pair every 
month (assuming no death occurs in a year). Now, consider a single pair of 
rabbits in the first month. Number of pairs of rabbits produced each month is 
as shown in the figure. 

Here e donates a pair of rabbits. Rabbits 
produced in the same month are drawn in the 
same level. 

We purposely denote the number of rabbits 
at the end of every month in this box to show that 
Fibonacci did all his calculation only in the 
margin. 

We can also form this sequence of numbers 
by finding the number of ways climbing a stair 
case (assuming that we can at the most skip one 
step while climbing). 

A single pair 
(1) 

1st month 
2 

2nd month 
3 

3rd Month 
5 

4th Month 
8 

5th month 
13 

6th month 
21 

7th month 
34 

8th month 
55 

9th month 
89 
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Here arrows indtcate the 
way in which we climb the 

- 'C staircase. 

- - .:1 

Next, consider the Pascal's triangle. This triangle can be formed by adding 
the number left to it. 

NI\"''VRifl.o tvvMta~.,s I, I 
' 

'fRU~t'I-U\."ft IWMIMS ~"' 'a' 

-<s ~fU"1>""'" Nol. I·, '! '3 
' ' 

The 1st row will be 1; Next 
row, 1+0-1, 0+1 =1, 1+0=1 
1 +1 =2, 0+1 =1 and so on. 

~~ '6 '4 

When Pascal formed this D, he knew that the natural numbers, triangular 
numbers, tetrahedral numbers etc. were lying along the diagonals of this D. But 
not until the 19tli century did any one know that Fibonacci numbers were embedded 
in this D. Pascal himself was not aware of this. 

I_.)- --- - - I 

I/ I -=--_ ------ ~ i 
.~7~ I=:_-_::_; 
/'/.r-----'l 

I ':J '3 ./7 3 I -

\~/6 ~ 
I~ 10 e lo '5" 

If we add the numbers along the diagonals as indicated by the arrows we get 
the FLbonacci sequence. 
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Whim we slice off the zero diagonal of the Fibonacci diagonals we get 
the partial sums of the Fibonacci sequence. 

When we slice off the next diagonal also we get the partial sum of the 
partial sum of this sequence. 

I /?-- ... I 

=7 ---· 3 
3~---~7 

/,_7 - - ._ - ·~ 
6 =7~/ l 

10~ 

1, 1+2=3, 1+2+4=7, 1+2+4+7=14 

Similarly if we trim off k diagonals we get the k-fold partial sums of 
this sequence of numbers. This was discovered only recently. 

This sequence of numbers often turns up in combinatorial mathematics. 
eg :-Consider a row of n chairs. In how many different ways can you seat men and 
women in the chairs provided no 2 women are allowed to sit next to each other. 
When n = 1, 2, 3 ......... the answers are 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 ........ . 

We shall first see some of the mathematical properties. We know that we 
define this sequence as Fn+1 = Fn+Fn-1. Such sequences in which each term is 
defined as some fn of the previous ones are called recurrent sequences. The 
process of successive definition of the elts of such sequences in itself called the 
recurrence process and the equation is called the recurrence relation. 

But this relation does not completely specify the sequence. There are many 
more sequences which obey this relation. For instance: 

1, 3, 4, 7 ............. .. 
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1, 4, 5, 9 ............ These are surely different from Fibonacci sequence. There-
fore Binet realised the need for a general nth term and gave the formula as 

1 (~52+1) n _ (-..;}
2
5+1) n 

Fn = ~ 5 

Actually, coming to the properties we find that. any 2 consecutive numbers 
of this sequence are prime to each other. 

From the recurrence relation Fn + 1 = Fn + Fn -1 it is obvious that the sum of 
any 2 Fibonacci numbers is always a Fibonacci number. 

For eg. 1 2 + 1 2 = 2, 1 2 + 2 2 = 5, 2 2 + 3 2 = 13 ........ . 

This is a special case of a more general property which is as follows. Take 
any 2 pairs of consecutive Fibonacci numbers. Multiply together the 1st number 
from each pair and the other number from each pair and add their products. The 
resultant number is a Fibonacci Number. 

Eg :-Consider 1, 2, and 5, 8. 

1 x5 + 2x8=21; 3, 5, and 8, 13 then 3 x8 + 5x 13=89 ...... This, if we 
consider the pairs Fn, Fn+1 and Fm, Fm+1 then FnFm+Fn+1 Fm+1 =Fn+m+1. 
The property which we have stated before is a special case when n=m so 
that the resultant number is F2n+1. If the subscript of a Fibonacci number is 
divisible by the subscript of another Fibonacci numbers, then the number itself is 
divisible by another. For eg. 12 is divisible by 6. F, 2 =144&F 6 =8. 144 is 
divisible by 8. 9 is divisible by 3. F9 =34 F3 =2. 34 is divisible by 2. There 
is only one square number viz 144=122 =F12 ! If a, bare the sides of a rectangle 
such that a : b=b : (a-b) then the ration b/a is called the (Golden Ratio'. 
Such a name is given to this ratio since the psychologists consider those rectangles 
to be the most beautiful ones. ie. 

a b then a 2 - ab = b 2 

b a-b 

a 2 - ab- b 2 = 0; a2 - ab = b 2 

. a 1 ± .V1 +4 te- = 
b 2 

1+v5 
2 

b .v 5-=r "" s=r · h G ld. · -
2 

·· 
2 

ts t e o en Ratto. But some authors say a 
5+1 

that 
2 

.V5-1 & ""5-+1 is the Golden Ratio. Any way 
2 2 

are reciprocals and so 
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v5+1 .vs , 
1he properties of 

2 
will also be true for 

2
- with seight adjustment. 

But for our discussion, let us take v'~1 
. Consider the ratios formed by the 

consecutive numbers of the Fibonacci sequence of numbers. 

1 

1 
1 
2 

2 

3 
3 
5 

5 
8 

We can obtain the limit of this sequence by using continued fraction. 

1 

1 + 1 ---
1 + 1 

1 + 1 

1 + ... This is an infinite continued fraction. 

The fraction obtained by stopping at any particular stage is called as convergent. In 

1 2 3 5 
1his case, if we take the successive convergents we get 1, 2 , 3 , 5 ' 8' 

It fn 
Therefore in order to find out it is enough if we find the above 

n-:> co fn+ "I 

sum ie. x = 1 + x x 2 +X-1=0: -1 + /1+4 
X = 2 

1 

Here we take only the +ve sign, since all the terms are positive the limit will 
also be positive. Thus the rectangles with consecutive Fibonacci numbers for their 
sides are known as "Golden Rectangles". These rectangles seem proportional 
and are pleasant to look at. Things of this shape are convenient in use. Therefore 
many rectangular objects of everyday use (books, match boxes, suit cases and 
similar things) are given this particular form. 

· Various idealists and philosophers of ancient and mediaeval times raised the 
outward beauty of golden rectangles and other figures which conform to the rules 
of the golden section into an aesthetic and even a philosophic principle. It is 
believed that the structure of all living things including the human body have a certain 
proportion. It is found that the average ratio between the height of a man and his 
navel is the Golden Ratio. 

Next, let us have a look at an interesting triangle (isosceles triangle) with 

base angles = 72° and vertical L36°. Bisect ABC and let this bisector meet AC at D. 

We can now find out BD. In fl BDC, BD = BC. Applying sine formula 
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AB AC BC 
for 6 ABC, we have 

Sin 72 Sin 72 Sin 36 

Sin 36 AB Sin 36 AB 
BC = AB 

Sin 72 2 Sin 36 cos 36 2"5+ 1 
4 

2 AB 

v'5+1 

2 
If we take AB as 1 unit, we get BC = BD = 

"5+1 

units. lilly if we bisect BDC 

i' 

4 
and if the bisector meets BC atE we can find DE in a Ill r fashion. DE =c"'5+1): 

units. If we continue this process, we get EF, FG etc. so that the lengths of these 

2 4 8 
segments form a sequence 1, ("5 + 1) • ("5+ 1F • ("5+1)3 

"5-1 
ie. 1,~ 

Ratio of 2 consecutive terms is always a Golden Ratio. We also see that the 
triangle we get on bisecting one of the base angles we get back a similar to the one 
we have considered. Such triangles are known as ·• GOLDEN TRIANGLES". These 
triangles are proportfonal and most pleasing to look at. There is only one 
other !::::.. which has this property viz the isosceles right angled !::::.. . 

We have seen that the Golden ratio satisfies 
the equation x z + x-1 = 0. One immediate 
consequence of this is that we can get any 
power of the golden ratio by addition or 
substraction. If x is the Golden ratio, then 
x z = 1 - x and x 3 = x - x z and so on. 
Thus we can say the square of the golden ratio 
can be obtained by subtracting the golden ratio 
from and we get the cube of the golden ratio by 
subtracting the square of the golden ratio from 
the golden ratio and so on. 
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( It/ 5+ 1) :. = 6 + 2 It/ 5 = 3 + It/ 5 = It/ 5 + 1 1 _ 3 + It/ 5 
2 4 2 2 +- 2 

1 1 + 1 
Similarly -, = -- Thus we can get the square of the reciprocal of the 

X X 

Golden ratio by adding the reciprocal to 1. We get the cube of the reciprocal by 
adding the square of the golden ratio to the reciprocal of the golden ratio and so on. 

If t k .V "5+ 1 h ld . h' ' b ' we a e 
2 

as t e go en ratio t IS property w11J e reversed smce 

the 
. .v 5-1 . .; 5+1 

reciprocal of 2 IS 2 • In any case, we get the powers of the 

golden ratio by simple addition and subtraction. 

Next, take any 3 consecutive numbers of this sequence. The product of the 
extreme numbers differ from the square of the middle number by 1. 

Eg:- 3, 5, 8, 3 X 8 V5 2 =- 1 5 X 13 ,V8 2 = 1 

This property gives rise to an important fallacy. 

13 

Fig. (1} 
21 X 8 = 13 X 13 

Fig. (2) 
131 = 169 

168 ""' 169 I 

Cut the rectangle in Fig. (1} as indicated by the figure into 4 parts a, b, c, d 
and assemble them as shown in Fig. (2). We find that these exactly join to form a 
square with side 13 units. 

If we take the golden rectangles ie. rectangles with sides as 2 consecutive 
Fibonacci numbers and if we cut a square, we find that the remaining rectangle is 
again a golden rectangle. If we continue this process, we find that the rectangles 
which remain are always golden rectangles and these. rectangles are known as 
"Self Perpetuating Golden Rectangles. " 
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If we join the diagonal points of this 

series of squares in order we get the curve 

known as logarthimic spiral. 

~ 

3 

~ 
3 i. 

1. t 

• lr I 
Such spirals are frequently found in nature eg; in the arrangement of seeds 

in the sunflower. We find that there are spirals in 2 directions (one in the clockwise 
and the other in the anti-clockwise). It is interesting to note that there are 34 spirals 
in one direction and 55 spirals in another direction which are 2 Fibonacci numbers. 

In the pineapple we find thorny projections and black dots on them. They 
are known as the eyes of the pineapple. These eyes are arranged along spirals 
in 2 different directions. The number of these eyes in each direction is invariably a 
Fibonacci number. 

Fibonacci numbers also turn up inside atoms. 

Like atoms taking part in chemical reactions, nucleus takes part in nuclear 
reactions. It was found that whenever the number of neutrons were 2, 8, 14, 20, 
28, 50, 82, 126 ...... the nucleus was extremely stable. If we divide these numbers 
by 1 0, and round them off we get 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13 ...... which is the Fibonacci 
sequence of numbers. 

In the arrangement of stems and leaves we find that these Fibonacci numbers 
are present. When we find the number of internodes between any 2 nodes it always 
turns out to be a Fibonacci number. 

Even in a piano key board an octave of the piano key board consists of a 
group of 2 black keys and another of 3 black keys making a total of 5 black keys 
for the octave along with a total of 8 white keys making a grand total of 13 keys 
for the octave. Here 2, 3, 5, 8, 13 ...... are all Fibonacci numbers. 

Architects and painters also used the golden ratio for perfect architecture and 
paintings. Psychologists say that whenever we are given a number of rectangles 
and asked to choose one, then we are sure to choose a golden rectangle since they 
are most pleasant to the eye. 

Thus, these Fibonacci numbers turn out in all walks of life. So it may be a 
useful hobby to observe nature and get some more applications of these numbers. 
' Fibonacci Quarterly· is the main source of information about these beautiful 
numbers. 

L. USHA 
II M.Sc. Mathematics 
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MYOPIA 

My eye is a sphere of obscurity. 

Clean, precise lines merge into a grey blur. 

In front of it. 

The rainbow's iridescent arc 

Blazes into a band of fiery red-green. 

Stars softly blink, 

Their astral incision forgotten 

Into a genial shimmering ball. 

Trees, spring budded 

Are parasols filtering 

The rain of sunshine. 

No leaves are seen 

But an encompassing serene green 

Flecked with hot blossoming red. 

Fat women, their obese limbs 

Melting into a healthy mass 

Waddle like mobile Roman pillars. 

Stringy men shed their cancerous hunger 

And hop like energetic sparrows. 

The world is round, 

The claws are filed, 

The thorn~ are blunt. 

SUCHITRA S. 
Ill Literature 
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BEHIND BARS 

Am confined behind bars 

Fettered by the farce 

That is Society. 

Live in oblivion 

Of the world beyond 

That is Reality. 

Imposing obligations 

That drive me from myself-my chains, 

A desire to do 

Nothing that doesn't befit me-my shackles, 

A yearni.ng to be 

What my people expect of me-a leash, 
A world of Illusions, a mask-

A facade, an image- My Prison I 

I am tortured 

By a longing to be myself-

To be an Individual 

In the Multitudes around me 

And yet 
Fear of indecorous doings is my restrain·. 

I am drowned 
In a deluge of beliefs and reasons 

And yet 
A fea'r of looking at myself.;_ 

Of delving into the Unknown
Without invidiousness, without bias, 

Represses me. 



I am smothered 

Under a heap of Ideas, Opinions, Ideals 

I struggle to sort-

Out of this jumble-my own. 

I am torn 

Between an urge 

To be the Rationalist 

To listen to Reason 

To discern the Right from the Wrong 

To recognise others as I would-myself, 

And the urge 
To be led by conformists

(by Hypocrisy)-
By blind faiths based on no reason, 

By a fear of fathoming mysterious, 
dangerous waters. 

In the more reasonable state of mind 

It now comes to me, ' 

That 
More basic than my most basic Rights 

Is the right 
To Reason and not Believe 

To think and not be led 

To crawl out of my guise and be myself, 

To assert my Freedom from the prison of illusions, 

To be a HUMAN. 

BHARGAVI, V. 
II Year Zoology 
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FANTASY 

Clamber over water, 

Clamber over the sea 

Clamber up the rough trunk 

Clamber up the tree ...... 

•Cause my mind is going up 

On a summer fantasy. 

I could rock, I could hiccup 

Into a scotch whisky spice. 

Dig up the star spangled rings 

I'll climb them one by one. 

I'll rope the meteorites. 

And hang them round my neck. 

Soft pendants in the sky 

They are. I reach up to try 

Shake them out of dormancy 

Asteroids are such fun 

All trinkle, bluster and fiery run; 

They make a cross eyed vision 

All a shower of diamond light and platinum spray. 

Let me pirouette 

Down the milky way. 

Midst the raging satellites 

I'll show my orbital right. 

Look, I'm under no gravity. 

Give me a telescopic lens, 

Damn you, hand it to me 

Welcome CoJumbia, 

You've made it. honey I 

SUCHITRA S. 
Ill Literature 



LAND OF ISLAM 

In this land of Islam, 
Is where one hears the greeting Salaam, 

In this community 
Brethren work in unity, 

Two holy shrines Medina and Mecca 
Latter which possesses the holy Kaaba, 

Eminent are the Prophet Mohammed, and 
Muhammad Ali, 
Followers of the latter are Shiah and that of the 
Prophet Sunni, 

Our holy book is the "Ouran", 
Which is read by all Muslims, every Dauran, 

Most prominent of festivals "ldd" and •·Ramzan", 
The other, "Muharram", 

Muharram is when we mourn all day, 
And Ramzan is spent joyfully away, 

Equanimity is achieved when we dedicate ourselves 
to "Allah", 
Success is ours when we commence with the word 
"Bismillah", 

Khalifa is one who governs big Sheikdoms, 
Large and magnificent Kingdoms. 

An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth 
That is the law of the land. 

Mode~t is the woman in 'Purdah' 
God-seeker men in 'Kameej-pyjamah', 

But the dress, does not make an 'Imam', 
Nor a 'chador' a good woman. 

But faith and submission to our good lord 
The most austere and reverent our God, 

Sweet and chaste is a child who utters the word 
"Allah", 
Clumsy and arrogant is one who denies "Bismillah", 

We belong to a family of unison, 
For each are God's daughter and son. 

SABINA ALEEM 
II B. Sc. Physics. 
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MAN 

A cobbled street, dust encrusted, vermin-infestf6 and 
... Man. 

Summer lanes woven with the silken fabric of women's 
voices 

Shrill melodies spear-heading a cascade of jewelled 
consonants. 

Precious entreaties with the brilliant intensity 

of Persia's rubies, Turkistan's emeralds, Samarkand's gold 

Soothing sedative of scintillating sounds ...... 

The jasmine vendor's perfumed cries, to grimy harassed 
passers-by 

The snake charmer, cheeks inflated, filling the hollow reed 
With his life's breath. 

The glittering palanquin threading its brocade path 
In arrogant nonchalance. 

A ripple of thunder ... vibrations age old, 

Chimes the bronze bell of impending doom, 

Quickens the erratic pulse-beat of the 

Human tragedy. 

Life hobbles on, leaning heavily on the crutch of so-called 
Civilization I 

Man follows, ... swaddled in the dark cloak 
of shame and Disillusionment: 

AROONA REDDY. 
Ill year Literature 
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I know your heart 
You know mine ..• 
But we stand apart 
On either side 

TO LOVE 

Of the bridge of silence 
When I behold you 
Your rays of vision 
radiate mine, 
When you smile at me 
Your gushing love 
quenches mine. 
But eternity yawns 
Between you and me 
I cannot cross ... 
For the breach in the bridge 
For the breach within me ...... 
But let us tread 
On Hope's strength 
Should the bridge break 
Our living love 
Will tide us over. 

S. SANDYA 
Ill year Literature 

LIFE - LOVE AND HOPE 

The Pristine blue 
Of the tender pool 
Vaporises ... 
Leaving behind 
imprints precious. 
Like welcome showers 
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On wilting flowers 
the majestic elixir 
bursts in. 
The receptive womb 

jerks out 
of Sterile languor 

conceiving 
Roots, plumules and tendrils 

of 
Hope, Life and Love. 
We await the truits. 

SANDHYA, S. 
Ill Literature 

TO AN EAGLE IN THE SKY 

High, sun-caught, fortunate Eagle, 
Riding the air with untaught art, 
Do you feel anything 
When you turn with the wind, and show off? 
You needn't tell me, I know; 
I can see: 
You have one Dream: 
Your Body, Self and All 
Must ever talk to the Wind. 

Fly over, ever high. 
Destroy the cool of blue Sky. 
And be allured by no enchanting cloudy forms, 
Hence to perish with giddy gaze, 
Upon a lonely mountain-top. 
For Your splendour lies too much in Space; 
In floating glides, wide-winged, supreme. 
The envious Earth too will always call for You. 
Let Her call without answer 
And She will worship You. 

But if You think that some green Field 



Full of feeding Worms 
Will make You forget all your hunger and thirst ........ . 
I'm the greatest fool 
For letting myself reach out to you. 

Rain I 
Why did it rain? 
Did the colossal sky 
lose control over its 
emotions 7 
Does the sky know 
of its blotched grey 
appearance -

RAIN 

smudges and ugly streaks 
of grey hues 1 
How could it escape 
the ugly vision 
mirrored in 
muddy puddles ! 
The cost of purgation 
Was it filth 
Or filth transferred 
to the scummy earth 
viewed through a clear 
vision of blue? 

PADMA REDEPPA 
I M.A. Literature 

SUJATHA CHOWDURY 
I M.A. Literature 
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u lr 6iJ lD 6llf1 ftj lD OM W 6T 6iJ 6l.J 6YT 5l.j FF cf .$ .$ U U @.$1 )D ~ 6T ffi U ~ ~ )Jj 1r .$ .$ ,li> ftj .$ .$ ffJJ . 

ar p; )i; p; !f w Q u g)/6l.1 p; .ID@) tb , d; oil oUJ d; .ID u p;;b@) r.D w .ID cW r.D u 6\.l )Jloil6\.l Q 8' ui rn d; d; ~ .$@) r.D 

:Lrflrnw GJ.$Ir6ll'oJLir@6l.1ff)l ;fjlllllrllllDirOM~ftj! 6T6llflWJr.i> Qu@WUir~W ~tD(ylG1'>Lill 

Q 8' oilru lr .$ G1)d; ~ ~ <Jj lr (f ;i> rn ftj ;£1 &; ;£1 g)/ ;i> ftj ~ 6l.J lD 6llf1 ftj m 1L rf]QU) lD"' Ill )Jj Ir@ .$} )D lr m • lD 6llf1 ftj 
WJdi® {j6il5l.j6\.l.$;i>~ffi d;om ~Loirm urnujya;mlm illffJ!r.D ~JiJr>LDirOM uft>g)l :L611'o7@. 
~LL66loil • p;~rm' 6Tffi)D u~rru&r oUlUJ~rUl,li>p;p;m $Ir!fmrw~ra; w6llflp; wOMw ~Lrflrnwu51m 

(yl~ rn w llllr OM ~ cr ;i> p; ;i> rn p; ILj r.D ~ p; OMIT oil oEI rn m ILj r.D u 1r tbJ u 4 d; rn m ILj r.D fL mr cr ru ~oil rn 6\.l . 

lf1 ;61 ffJJ ~ bP )i; ~ lf1 )i; ~ ,li> fti lr 6iJ 1L rfl rn lD 6T ffi U ffJJ ~ G1'> OM 6l.J cf .$@) W Q U lr ffJJ 6l.J lr OM ffJJ 6T ffi 
u~1 .Elmllil@)ri>. t}l@6l.Jffi p;m ~Lrflrnwd;oir 6Trndi ai@ffJJ6l.JOM6l.J,lbrn)DU Ulrll]cr ~LrflrnLDILJW 

Qd;rroirrnd;ILJ r.D u1r ~did;IrlDoil u~rrr ;i>~di Qa;~roir~p;oil ~p;rnru. t}l@6l.Jffi p;m ~a;~ru ,li>rnp;ILJ r.D 

Q6l.Ji!)IUG1>UILjW Ul)DrflLw l01rumJ.$a;~rL.L pjOM.i@) ~Lrflrnw :L611'o7@ orffi.rpJ orommflmir6iJ 
Ul)D®W p;llila;oir ~Lrflrnw orm )D ~f4-UUrnLu51oil {j;i>p;rnailll :Lmrrr.iJ!d;rnGYT QrumJuu@,li>~.$ 
ain..@r.il or.ffi-g)/ lfl,d;~uu~oilrnro. 

~Lroa;;i>~Jr>Ir@ @rnmr .ffiffJJ ru~r!J>;i;~ I!M)Drr LDOM ;i>rnp;u yrfl)i;~ !l;la;~rofu@ ~ruhrnorru 
ymru@;i>p;~rw6iJ 6l.Jir(l!lri> Glu1r@~ p;~rm t}l@6l.Jffi wffilp; :Lrflrnwa;mlm urfly,!fmr Glu~r®morr 
~;61clil)Dirffi. ~LrflrnwrnllliLJW a;LrnLDrnllliLJW Ulr@)u@;i>~ ~Lrflrnwa;rnorr;i> p;.id;Uf4 
~ ;61 )i; ffJl Qd' Ill oilu@ ;i> ffJJG1>ai u51oil w 6llf1 p; fL )D 5l.j a;rn m @ rnmr .$@) r.D Q wmm w lllir OM ~ m UJ rn 1P 
a;mm ru~uG!u)D.i Gl<fuilll6\.llrril. 

wml~m ~m ~Lrflrnwrnlllu uoil~ruiP' oUl~llild;mloil ;£1rnroG!u)D.i i018'uidil)Drrm. lf1;6Jff)l 

~!J>)i;~ ~lllirifl~ffJJU u~rrr,li>~Iroil tj!6iiQrulf'@6l.J@W p;llila;oir ~Lrflrnw 6Tffig)l p;~rr.D ,rf,lrnm;i> 
~ruft>rn)D.i Q8'1l16\.lir ,lb)D QJ>Illffi )Diroil @6il51.j6\.lairil <fmrrnL <T-i<f!f5l.jaimlm @®ut51LlDirai5l.jW 
@)!JlUU~t&Jm 1LG1'>)D.EiLlDirai5l.jtD .Eiorrllil@)r.il 6TffiUffJJ yromlr@)W. 

)J)Irr.D a:lmml5iflg)I oU16lllllllila;mloil oUlL@di Qa;~r@uu~m e!Jl6\.lril )Jlri> ~LrflrnwmUJ 

@!Jldid;oUJoilrnro. LDir)Dirai, ~ffiQumww c!)l!fmrrroil ~umfldia;rrdiclilffi~)Dirri>; orGOMffi!oil, 
a:lg)Jiflg)I .Ei6lllllllila;mloil ~1rm ru~r!J>Iiima;u51m Qurfllll Qulfllll <f ;i;~~Ir6llllild;oir ~Lllilclil 

1LJWOITOM6l.Jm~ )Dir ! 

6Tm wOMr.D G1.0oilro, Qwoilro, 6Tommru yUJoila;ml66lQ!),!i;@ ;;Jp;orflrurnL,!i;~ oUl@u@dil)D~· 
'~Lrflmw'mlllu ujJ;6J.i .it;6JtJJ .il;i;ttJ/i>@• Gp;lilfl5l.j Qu;b~)Dffi 6Tffi)D ;£1rnm5l.jLffi 
a;L.@rn!frnlll QJ>f4-diai ...... Qa;rr@Cfr.il @®llila;&ir. 

Qrulilfl~lll ~!f6l.Jir!fri> ~a;L.ail)DffJ!. :Lmffi!uu~ra;di ~a;L.ail~)Drir. "Q~rrf:Plro~rwrr 

~LrflrnLDa;morru ~urr;b)D ~ruofu@r.il'' 6Tffig;J~r.D, • •Quofua;~r.D ~ofua;~r.D <fifl<fLDri>. 
~ofua;mlffi ~LrflrnLDa;rnmu ~u1roil l01uofua;~8i@)ri> ~6llfluuL.L ~LrflmLDa;oir ~Lam@' 6Toir@Jft> 

~u1rrir )D ~a;Ir6llllild;rnorr.$ ~a;L.£~)Dffi. 

~wra;u <:urra; LDmllf> ~LrflmLDu51m ~L611'o7rnwlllii"OM urflwll"mrllila;mlm ~Lomlf5l.ja;oir 

kilrurra;mlL~pjl~r.D oUlf:PlBi®ri> 6Trir)D ypjllll 6Tt&JrrwrrruyLrir p;~rm LDg)JUf41LJU> 6Tm 

.il)i;J6mmu51oil e!Jl!J>®Itl<: )D~ir. 

-~. Q~wJ!;~, 
@ w <!)! ;6J.EIIl1 oil-QP~ro rr LOll" om@ 
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lli(!!j}ff61.l 6l.llrm'Jro ~/JilrLir®J ~llilrliJ- tffilmrt.lrma;oir tiilmm'Jdi Qa;lr6fuliJ-(!!jdima;ulJ6il, 
".@uuwft;~ eruwmlro, orft;fD dimrtEm ~m a;mrmfl)b®r..i yruuu@cEij!J@ ?" ormJ!)J 
~/JiLLirro, orUUIIJ- oBmL 8'a..J!)16l.l@? ~g)l~Uir61.l~fDrrm .@®dic£lj!J@ .@~fDm61.luy. 
sreruwtiil tffil~erua;wrn-ft;fDri", QfDtilerur..it5lftJ&ii, (51rrn-~otfl. a;ruw.,ww @!" @61.1 rr, ~mtiila;li: srLrr, 
a;ru~a;mw tffii6'1Tdia;w, a;wr>Bw~fDm61.lerurr, m'fr®l.ii® ~m!J!j,fDeruri", ~mrmw~ QfDwmrLrr 
or m J!)l u61.l ~a; lr om llil a;otf)!ii) a; lr L..i! UJ otfl d; c£1 j!) lr rf. 

• • .ffilru ,i; t&J w ro wrro $ rr tJj1 rfl ft; fD jJ ftJ 1r ® w ' ' or m J!)l eru 6ir ~ eru rr ""'- ,a5J w@ ~ u wru, J6ili 
~,IDJ&fim eru6'1Trr8:1!5~a;,tbu, JiiliC!JlmLw ~J61rdima;u Quw J!)Ji;@, ~uQuwQ96'1Tirllidi a;wL..II 
UJ 61flci; a;.;; ""'-It UJ 61.1 rf 6'8~ 61.1 a; lr 6lJT ft; ~ rr . ~a;~ 61.1 • or mm rn' u Q u lr J!)l ,i; fD 61.1 m !f 8i- 61.1 lr t1i1 
6fi ~ 61.1 a; If' rn' ft; ~ rf , lD IJ' .j; IIi 6ft lr IIi _@@) ft; fD 61.1 rT IIi m 6lT lD 5 IIi 6lT lr IIi lD lr PJ j!) (!P jJ U L L lD a; If rn' lr a;~ 61.1 
a;rrL.I!w61fl55lj!JIJ'ri". oBrullilma; wm'lfDrn-lra;6lJID, wm'lfDmrn-p; QfDtil6l.ltDira;6lJili ww )bf!J 
eru6b61.l@ wp;w arm f!J a;®~t61ro ~m.,.;;a; C!PliJ-WII'fD J6ilit5lima; Qa;wmr~t®ft;.fiirri'. 

Oil~eru/Jilrfi!JT ft;p:;rr. Ulr!f fD )!jlrLIIJ-6b j!jlrW 1Dm'lfDri'llim6'1Tu umLdia; ~erumr@w arm J!)l 

C!P!J!ri.l£rn-d. ~@fDiroir fDIIil® p:;mLrhlm,IDJ J6Li5lmf!J~fD oroirJ!)J .ffilm6!JT.Sa; ~erumrL~rw 
68\:erua;wrn-ft;fDri' C!P@mwwwrn- wmlfD~p;mmw umL~p:;erumw ~ ® eru 1r di a;~ eru 
ofi @W t5J rn- 1r rr . 

~6l.lrf fironJ,fi (!P@onJIDUJirrn' wm'Jp:;,i;p:;oirmtDOTWJ!)J lli@j/)6Dflrrf ormu@, ~6l.lrf 

~mw~~ fd# www£®~mr wLj;t&Jm i!mrn-~mp:; ~J61rl.ii®llila;wro J5Lf!5®u yrfllLJili. 
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~ .;,J:Jrir m" ~ t6J ~ 6ir OTT ~ m61ls;oir 8i (!!) lD j;m fti IL.JID , <:a= fti If lhu6\J U do /)m UJ 1LJ W , IL fti UJ 

~lfJUJrir errmj;mp.;ILJlh, o:!Jf"'fti.;,'")ilfii cffilwnil®lh ~!f6UW <:UJrrSi~A>ftiiLJLD, ~ww u~ 
UIJ"lDifj;LDrrA>QIILJLD ®fiidi&lriTJDm. ~~IJ"QJ~, Si(!!)LDLD, udit6J, errmw, <:UJrrSiW ~&lUJ6U)iJA>JD 
~m6111!T)i;~ Ga:UJ6i.>uL..Lrr6i.> u~rwrrj;wrrm6U ~A>LUJiillrrw liTrirJD ~~wGu(!!)lh p.;~~6Uj;mp.; 
o:!JfllJ-LrUA>LUJrrs;-5 Qs;rr611isr(lj'l ~mw)i;p.;~ ~~ lilrirmw. <:w~w. fY®QP"'JD s;6i.>cffilmUJu 
ujbfil <:u<Jrw<:urr~. • •wm'Jp.;m!Lw QPrirmp.;rrs;<:QJ ~mw.&t6J®di®lh uif11JII"6111!T~~6U~A>fti 
G6Uotfldi Qs;rr6111!Tif6U<:!J s;6i.>cffil" IITrir JDrrlf. ~6U)ilft)irir ~61l<:w, wm'Jp;m'Jrir QP@mLDUJrrm 
QIOTTrf .;,J:JmUJ<:UJ cffil<:6U8ilfm" )i;p.;fi" ~rif Lu5Jif ~.;,a:rrs;.!;Qs;rr611iJrLifrf liTrifU~ ILfiirOTTffi.JA>Si 
Qp; 6i.>615l.is;ml <:urr6\J G,i!jotfl6U rr&rir JD!Jrir<: JDir ? 

~ml, QP@6UOTTii".;,liJUJAJLUJ, <Jr~rrt.fi12§ .,-.,. ft)iUJ QJ!P's;mw.i s;rr611isr<:urrw. (!Jlftilillrr6U 
p;rrs;, LL61516i.> 6U615lmw ~ (f9)i;p.;rr6i.> !Jrrrir Loir6TI' ~t6J6i.> G!Jotfl~QlJ.i®lh ; Lu5!Qlj.i@j IL!f 
t.fi1Ql)Bi®lh liTrir gp <Jr6Urrt.fi1~ s;jb~j;!Jrrli". liTm"<:QJ, o:!Jf6Urf 1LL)iluu5l)illil.i@j tfi1@j)i;p; QP.i&UJj; 
~QJW ~otflj;p.;rrrr. ~(lj'l~~. fYQI)6Urif ftjrif SiLAJLDAJUJ~ Qa=ri.JUJ ILL615J6i.> 6U615JmLDu5!Qljj;!Jrr6i.> 
wL..@w <:urr,i!jrr~. QPUJ)illi! <:6U611isr(lj'llh. ~WQPUJ,bliliLJW 6151LrrQPUJ)ili!UJrrs; ~®5"' 
<:Qimr@w liTm JDrrri". 

uditfilmUJu u)ilft)iu <:u<Jrw <:urr~, ''jlmJD6Um'lLlh )l)lh~.ims;UJjbJD6UriT p;rrj;tfils;rir 
liTrir JD~ umwUJ wp;w. ~mrrii.J, 1iT6UGm"rrQlJ6UW.i®~ !Jrirmlh~Sims; ~6i.>m61l<:UJrr, 
<:!II 6U <: m )l) rr ~ /) s;rir liT rir u ~ y ![)I LD fti w " liT rir JD rr If . 1.51 rir m ri" , <: 6U Q JD rr ® <: s; rr 61I1!T j; /) 
6151Qljj;~ urrli"~~· <:!Jirirmu ~r.q.uumLUJrrs;.i Qs;rrmr(lj'l ~mw)i;p.;<:p.; 8:fJDj,p.; u.it6J 
liTrir JDrrri". • • liTrirWmLUJ p;6Uj;tfilrir uUJmrra; p;rrrir <:!If fii )i;~ Qs;rr611isrLp.; rr6U~, S>LO!Jfiir 
1iT6i.>61lrr-2§6Um'lL~~w ~Q!)di&lJDrrli". ~mp.;~ p.;cffil!r <:6Ugp ~A>,!D6Um'l6i.>m61l. liT6UG6m"trQI)6Urir 
2§6Urirs;otflrir <:a=m6Uu516i.> FF@u@&l,!Dtr<:mrr, ~QI<:m ~A>,!D6U§P!.i®.;, <:a:mQI Ga=ri.Jp.;6U 
mrr6Urrrir'' IITrirgpmrr,jp.;rrli". 

~oi.J6Urrgp <Jr6Urrt.fi1 cffilrl6Us;trm)i;p.;li", ~6ifimwu51rir Lm,!!J6151Lwrrs;, <!9fllJ-IL16U!frr8i, 
<!9l.aJi6lJL.r QuL..L8iLDif8i '<!9f®L Ga:6i.>6U' !J"tr8i, ~®Ji;~, LD6llflftjm'lrir QP@6UOTTfi".!i:li!u5lrir ~lilll.b 
Llill8ilh ILW6Ufti)iJS>rrm LurrUJt.O 6U®i;ftirrlf. <!9fi;p;ms;UJ cffil<:6US>rrm )i;p.;mll", 

'' ulillwp.;u urrlfm6U !fJriT <:w6i.> 
urq.)i;J,blL p.;rif LD!J~/)rif 
)l)lillLD m p.; IIT(lj'l ~ ~ <: 6U )iJ gp 
p;rrL..rq.~w QP!Jl.i&l w.is;oir 
®lillLD~ ILWUJ errmdi 
Qs;rrrq.u5lmmu ~llJ-j;p.; 6Uffi.JS>j; 
p.; mlillLD s; rir 6iM <: 6U8i rr m )i; fti rir 
p; rr otfl A>6111!T <: u rr )iJ fii <: u rr )iJ fii ! 
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a;mffil,j; fhtiil!P~ J[JrrciJ.i®~ C:c!Fmru Q.,c.Uw, J5Aif!Wrr,~7J Jhlr5t.il Qa;rrmr@, "urrL..@.fi 

IJJD,Ifi!hrr<:w j)&iJmruw,li;m/hu urr615l,j;~L C:ruAir@t.il'' u&ir)D C:rua;t.D Qa;rrmr@ 

urrLiii>a;mrr6\> urrfTJ5,1fim15 ~wllila;IA~@ p;t.iltiilm Q,lj@c!fllila;orfllii> ®orfli,j; Q/hmJDwrrciJ 

)£1m gpw6l!t.D illlila;~/htiil!:J.l&ir urrrr ~, 

'' Ulrffftj )!ilf@ U!J)LDQUQ!)W p;rr@ 

$rr15m Y/h6\>rurr OOJi; !blmm- rua;;iJ,rnrr$rr'' 

liT&ir,g)l ,t;w.i® ~!:J.la;rra;, p;t.il C:-c!F,Ifi/)m Qu®mwmwu uLt.il t!ii!J-~@.i a;rrL..@rurri. urrrrtf;l 
.,._ gp lil.l rr It , 

• •61;,~ J5/Ju9m tiilmc!f .@woBWI<:w 

C:c!Frr J6&irm-rrL..I!J-mt.il Qumra;eL<:m 

cJr)i;fTJrr,lfi Q-~llil.$lffiliii> urrL..I!J-mc!f~@~ 
C:15lrAiflili6U ~L..I!J- 6'/immwrri!J- lil.l(!!jC:Iil.lrrt.il. '' 

OOJi;-u urrLmw~ il~@ IL;iJgpC:p;rr.i@)C:rurrt.il. <:p;rr.i.$lm, ~Q!)mwuurr@ a;rromwrrt.D. 

ilj~ )IJ/)!Bm tlilmc!f fTJtiil!:J.lri"a;m, C:•rr JfJ&irmrrL..I!J-mt.D QuAira;~Lm, Q-~llita;lflm 
J[JrrciJQwrr!P/wrrt.D cJr)i;fhrr~ QfTJ~IIit.$lml6\> urrL..I!J-mc!f~@~ C:J5rrA1f!a;6ir 9L..@t.il <:urr~ 
tj)Q!JmwuurrL..mLu yflJi;@ Qa;rrmmwrrt.il. ~t.il .! ftjtiilfPQ!Jt.il, wmwwrrm w.ia;~t.il, 

Q/h~llita;(!!jt.il tj)Q!JIIit.$lmomwu urr@ru~ ~rurr@ tj)Q!JA>IDuurrL.@ ILomri"liilmm.i 

a;rrL..@~JD~. 

•C:ftjiJW ~(!!jA>LDUUir@' umu@ ~<!!) p;rrorfl6\>, ~<!!) rulflu51iii> ylfl_i@ Qa;rr6ir61T(!J>Jtf.Wrr/h 

9rf ~(!!jA>IDWIT"611' 5(!!j,j;@• 

' 'uiii>C:wrrQ!jt.il ~ri" @)WW 

u6\>C:wrr®t.D 9i OOmw 
uiii><:wrrQ!Jt.il 00Ji;J6rrL.@ w.ia;6ir'' 

liTm JD Lomfi-fiii1ii\) ~6'1>611'~@~ @8>JD5orfl~t.il IIJ611'~/hlfii\> ~m /!)1 ifa..I!J-, ~murii\> 
t.!imom.ia;uuL..@ rurr,pruC:J[J ~®mwuurr@. 

j)u<:urr@ p;t.iltiilm Qp;@c!F~m/h Qp;(!!ji!J-.i Qa;rrmri!J-®.i®t.il C:a;moJI • C:!TJilw 
~(!!jA>IDUUrr@ c!flf~~WIDrr?' liT&irU.§I. 6filmL c!frr,j;~WLD umu<:-. !DffiiJ[J&ir (!J>W&iTJDif'ii> 

(!J>I!J-Wif/h a;rriflw QwmgpAirC:Lrr? 

fTJtiilfP~IhrrciJ ;EJ&iTA>611' ~wi5Ja;IA~@ ~mflQc!fciJII..Jt.D ~®t.il Qu®t.il a;rmlwllita;mmii..Jt.il. 
ru rrwrr gpa;mmii..Jt.D a;mrLrrlii>, ~®mwuurr@ JfJLt.il ylflrum_«;.i a;rromwrrt.il . 

• ·~(f!jA)IIJUurr@ a,c!F~tf;JQ)rr? ~@ )J)L.i5ffJ[J a;rriflwmwwrr! )ilrLI!J-<lW IDA)WII..JW 

LAir@; ~Q!JC:a; w@6l!t.il Lmr@. uullri" lil.I61T@t.il <:.,rrmwii..Jt.il LAir@; urrm61>1il.161T(!J>t.il 

Lmr@. ~&iJrurr ~®.ia; uiii>C:rugp ,@mQ)uL..L wr )i;15ia;6ir ~m/!)1 s-...@-lii> Err~~wwr?'' 
u&ir/!)1 a;L..@.i a;m-WI!J-~@· a;rra>m rurrc.Uuu@ (!pair OOw&ir)Drumo- w)bQ,rnrr{!)rulflm 
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o3!)>~Cl61) rulrQgW fN!J ,;)51) if .@®li;®ili rum!f Clpj.f!UJ ~®mwuu~r@ e:,-~~UJtEi6iJm61). 
p;6iJ61) ;hl61)~~cg61) 61J6YT(!!JW y6iJ, !;:!,ffir@, Qe:~tt-<»oir lF~t[)IU Qulr(!!JLI661>6YT L,rbJ~a:l 

;hi 51)~ m ft> ClUJ ru 1r L m ru ~@ 6l11 @ru@ QP mr @. 

• • Q u 1r .*. oar m a; ~ mfl )i; p.j w 1r orfl rna; <» oir 

ym~rma; LDJDftift> wffir®~tt-me: 

u.il.$® ~rlilCl<» ww~~m!T<»oir 
uL..f4rn'lUJir6iJ .@rlil® UJrr~~m!Ta;oir'' 

orm jD /glm61) L.Dir .fPJW p;worfl6iJ ~(!!JmL.Duuw@ ;hi<fe:UJili . 

.@uuww Qu®ili !;:!.tEl ft>WWJoir u61)6l11ft> wc!iia;m6Yfll.j w, e:w /) Wft> Cluft>rtila;m6Yfll.jili 
L orr 6YT L li;&f UJ [}! . 16 6iJ (g ft> rr W p ID ffir (g ft> lr o-irr jD If li; 16 II" 6\) W QP ft> 6iJ If !fl6YT 61> lD @) 6iJ jD lr /[)1 ;hi 51) 6lf W 

_@)i;p;u Ulf!fft) lf(!Jlft)lrUJ~~6iJ ~m@ QJJpi6iJ _@W.fPJ 61J61>!f ClUft>rll5W OT~,!!Jmoar OT~IfJmoar? 
~UUf4UULL lf(!Jlft)trUJ~~(l61) ~(!!JmL.Duurr@ orWUt[)J OT(lp;,- ~W,rbl!fmr@ Ol1J~UJrtila;orfl6i; 
wL..@w a;ffir@ j/mJD61f Qu.fPJili Qe:UJ61)6iJ61). ~®mwuu1r@ 6Tm JD1r6V Clft>e:~~(l61), 

wli;a;orflmLClUJ, lD ft>rtila;orflmLCl UJ, _@oari!ila;orflmLG UJ, Qurr(!!J6YTII" ft> lf!T ~~(l61) oroaru u6iJClru .fPJ 
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II B.A., (Economics) 
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Coiffee a la chien 
elle vient 

Rouquine, mesquine et papillonnante 
Visage crible de boutons 

en luttant 
Contre les corniauds, Ies bourreaux, et les laches 
Discours petillant d'esprit 
Elle insiste d'ergoter sur des vetilles 

Disant, "je vais vous mettre en charpie" 
Une belle fille cependant 
Que je connais depuis longtemps 

Je la defends 

Aucun ne lui arrive a Ia cheville 

AROONA REDDY 
III Year Literature 

UNE GOUTTE DE MON COEUR 

Je vois quelquechose brulant au rivage 
Oui, c'est Ia ·cremation' de mon cher ami 

La flamme chaude et' mechante etend 
Essuyant si vite Ie cher r~ve de rna vie 

Le feu orange et jaune me sou vient 
De ses banalites de son avenir si brillant 
Le bruit que la flamme fait 

Me souvient de son rire avec moi. 
Je vois son cra.ne me contempler 

Je sens qu'il rit et qu'il me dit 
'•Sais-tu? je vais voyager au paradis" 
Et moi, je lui reponds 
Mais moo cher, tes parents pleurent et lamentent 
Comme tu es leur unique fils 
Dix-huit ans de accroissement est tout condamne 
Ala poignee de cendres 
Les cendres que l'air souffle tout autour 
Tombent sur moi, legerenent et lentenent 



Je sens mon ami qui vient 
Et il me touche encore 
Quelquechose brule en moi 
Oui, c'est mon coeur 
Qui brule, brule et brule jusqu'a ce que je sois bru!ee 
Pour que Ia nature ne brule jamais dans I' avenir 
Un adolescent si jeune. 

SHEELA BALAGOPAL 
II Year Economics 

QUI SUIS- JE? 

Je suis Je ciel, et toi, !'etoile ; 
Situ n'existes pas, je ne suis que l'obscurite 
Je suis !'ocean, et toi, une goutte; 
Si tu n'existes pas, je ne suis que le desert 
Je suis l'aurore,,et toi, Ia fleur; 
Si tu n'existes pas, a quoi sert rna lumiere? 
Je suis !'echo, et toi, l'air; 
Si tu n'existes pas, comment j'existerai? 
Je suis l'arbre, et toi, la racine ; 
Situ n'existes pas, qui sera Ia source de rna vie? 
Je suis Ia priere, et toi, le Dieu ; 
Si tu n'existes pas, pourquoi j'existerai? 

SUNITA 
I Year Chemistry 

/ 
L' EMANCIPATION FEMININE 

Nous vivons supposement dans un monde eclaire mais Si Seulement on entend 
I' homme moyen parler de Ia Femme moyenne, on n'aurait guere cette impression. 
Les Femmes ont acquis leur independance des annees de cela. Apres une longue lutte 
acharne elles peurent jouir maintenant des mtmes Facilites educatives que les hommes 
dan Ia plupart des pays du monde. Elles ont a plusieurs reprises donne Ia preuve 
qu'elles sont egales, sinon superieors a I' homme dans presque tous les domaines de 
I'existance. La bataille qu'elles ont mene pour~tre reconnues, a ete rempartee mais elle 
ne s'est on aucun cas terminee M~me dans les Societes les plus progressiles fennes 
sont toujours considerees comme des citayennes de second degre. A entandre parler 
certains hommes or croircait que les fennes appartiennent A une autre esptce. 
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V hom.me ne cesse de faire des plaisanteies d6splaisantes relativea :1 la fenne 
chauffeur Ces plaisanterles en somme cachent un certain mepris p9ur ne pas dire un 
mepris certain. Les statistiques ont prouve que la femme au volant sont plus 
conscienciuse, plus responsable, plus prudente que I'homme et queUe ne conduit pas 
comme une maniaque. 

La femme a prouve qu'elle peut reussir dans n'importe queUe profession qu'elle 
embrasse comme politicienne, femme soldat, fermiere, directrice de Compagnie, 
professeur <\ l'universitc, avocate, presidente de pays. Elles remplissent tontes ces 
fonclions avec succes et en plus elles sont en mesure de faire quelque chose que 
l'homme malgre ses pretentions na jamais pu le faire et ne le pourra jamais ; mettre au 
monde des eafants. 

L'homme continue d'alimenter cctte fiction selon laquelle la femme ne peut pus 
accomplir certains travaux. Ie fait est que les hommes monopolisent jalousement 
certaines professions, negotiation politique a un haut echelon les pretextes que les 
hommes avancent la femme est un ~tre irrationel sur lequel on ne peut passe fier c'est 
qu'elle est incapable de raisonner a t~te reposee et depend trop de son intuition et 
de son instinct, Mais le fait est quand les femmes prouvent qu'clles possedent 
Cretains resources les hommes refusent de les conna Hre. On se demande a Iars qui est 
incapable de raisonner lucidement ? 

Le fond du probleme est que l'homme s'accroche trop a sa suprematie :1 cause 
de son complexe d'inferiorite L'homme redoute et evite Ia competition. En leur Par 
inferiorite Savert que les femmes sont valables et ont peur d'~tre battus sur leur 
propre terrain. Une des plus grandes preoccupation du monde c'est d'amener la 
paix entre les nations. On peut ~tre sur que si ce sont les femmes qui dirigent les 
negotiations de paix, elle reussiront Ia. ou les hommes ont echoue pendant des 
siecles. 

L'emancipation feminine ne doit pas ~tre tout simplement une vague tMorie 
mais doit ~tre traduite dans la realite. Trois grandes Feministes Gsele Haliui German 
Greer, Simone de Beauvoir ont toutes parle de Ia' capacite de la femme dans leur 
oeuvres. Apres cette eclaircissement a l'egard de la femme on pose cette question : 
Pourquoi faut- il egaler l'homme alors que l'homme lui m~me est un etre passione? 
Que la faiblesse devient force quand nut la conscience. et que de cette farce consciente 
naisse la femme adulte. 
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1115 BEEn 
"tNRftX!$ 

AU. TMRT 

~£etrit! Qlongrats 

Dear Sr. EDITH 



A MEMORABLE DAY 

Sister Edith Tomory, one of the foundresses of Stella Maris College, celebra
ted the completion of fifty years of her religious life amidst great rejoicing and 
jubilation on the 19th of March 1982. 

After a veryj meaningful, solemn thanksgiving Mass in the College Chapel, 
the devoted workers were the first in the long queue to garland the first Vice-Princi
pal of Stella Maris College. 

To mark the day, Sr. Edith's new book "A History of Fine Arts" was 
released by Prof. Ramachandran, Director of Collegiate Education, who handed a 
copy to Thiru. Ramdas, I. A. S., Secretary for Education, Government of Tamil Nadu, 
in the presence of the Director of Museums, the Publishers, the Staff and friends of 
Stella Maris College. 

A significant felicitation of the day was the presentation of a golden shawl 
(Gilurrm@mL) by Mrs. Sharada, one of Sr. Edith's past students, while her daughter, 
a First Year Student, garlanded her "Mother's Mother" ! Sr. Edith had a smile and a 
picture of da Fonseca's 'Master' for everyone present. 

The Fine Arts Department celebrated the Jubilee of their Foundress with 
programmes throughout the week. Sr. !Edith inaugurated the Kala Darpan Exhibition 
in the presence of her Guru, staff and students. 

The happy day left behind many beautiful souvenirs for Sr. Edith and for all of 
us. Her very precious life of love, sacrifice, prayer and zeal, her diligence and 
wisdom ... all these, like little lamps, keep shining for all of us to see and glorify the 
Lord for the marvels He has done for us and the blessings He has showered on her. 

Congratulations, dear Sr. Edith ! We say "AD MULTOS ANNOS"! India is 
grateful to you for your contribution to higher education and we thank the Lord for 
the precious gift to us • that is you. 

OF CLUBS AND CLIQUES 

"What a bore !" is the phrase usually employed with reference to club reports, 
annual reports and reports of various other genera and species. However, if one 
conducts a survey of the activities of the clubs scattered in our campus, one might 
be pardoned for assuming that the Marian Star is on the ascendant. 'Variety' seems 
to have been the slogan for the year 1981-82. The year started with a bang' for 
almost all clubs and ended with the same noise. Of course there were 'whimpers' 
between the start and finish, part of the activity. 
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The Tamil Club pepped up its activities this year with 'Bharathi Vizha' - a 
week-long inter-collegiate competition. The 'star' attraction was, of course, 
Miss Suhashini. March saw a week of Tamil- 'Muthamiz Vizha'. And to make 
those who do not know Tamil suitably ashamed, there was Mr. Richard Armiand 
Frasca, who, we are told, gave an inspiring educational speech on 'Therukuttu'. 

The Literature Club lived up to its spirit,. of variety and so the college saw 
novel evenings, t~te-a-t~te's, Indo - Anglian poetry reading competitions and literary 
parleys, in bewildering succession. But the crowning point of its activities was the 
'Elizabethan Extravaganza' with its colourful, noisy, very realistic 'Bartholomew 
Fair' - right down to the last pig ! 

The History Club, winner of the Best Departmental Club award proved incon
trovertibly that we do have wings. It was a pleasure to see one's illusions regarding 
the antiquity of history stripped away with historical figures strutting across the 
stage in the Pageant or having their portraits painted by our budding artists. A 
notable feature was the symposium "Communism and the Third World countries". 
Who says history is decayed and defunct? 

Appearances as they say, are deceptive and it was certainly the case with the 
Economics Club. 'Econowix' anticipated the National Budget with the presentation 
of the Budget of 'Maristhan'. The Mari Sabha erupted into life with cat calls, jeers, 
cries of 'Order, order' from the speaker, arguments, debates, walk-outs - not to 
mention the plaintive request to be allowed to sing a song to the Prime Minister. 

The 'Kala Darpan', needless to say, was the highlight of the Kala Club's acti
vities. For an exhibition-cum-sale, its exhibits were eminently saleable- life-like 
portraits, breath-taking landscapes and a wide range of handicrafts. 

The Science Clubs were not far behind. Considering its infancy, the Physics 
Club has been quite active with its talks, its science - fiction writing competition 
(which enjoyed a good response) and its inter-Science Department Quiz, in which it 
emerged the winner. For its members, the most interesting of its activities was the 
trip to the Madras Atomic Power Project at Kalpakkam. 

'Beep ...... beep ...... This is Zodiac 1981-82 !' The Zodiac Club took off this 
year, determined to prove that Mathematics could be 'sum fun'. Did you know, for 
example. that Arch+midies=Archimedes? Or that women are integrated when 
differentiated? Nor was it neglected to bring to light hidden talent throught 
'Modello '82' -an inter-school mathematical models competition. The club put up 
posters on APPLE. Aryabhatta, Oil Explorations and had an inter-collegiate 'Guess 
the Great Scientist Competition'. 
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March saw Stella Marians dashing over the campus, chasing butterflies and 
toadying frogs for the intra-col specimen - collecting competition. But it was the 
dogs who stole the show and a Large chunk of the Stella Marian heart on 12th March 
at the Dog Show organised by the Zoology Club. 

The Literature Club was not alone in providing the staff with an outlet for 
those ~talents not displayed in the classroom. A novel feature of 'Chemotsav '82' 
was the 'Guess the good word' competition' for the Staff. The club elso provided a 
fascinating array of cosmetics, detergents, drugs and dyes in Regalia '82, which must 
have been welcomed with open arms by the beauty-conscious. 

For those of us with a taste for the Lilliputian, there was the bonsai demons
tration organized by the Botany Club. Possibly in an attempt to raise salad - dressing 
and flower - arrangement to the level of arts, it organized competitions for Stella 
Marians to display their skills in these spheres. And, as an elixir for young plant 
lovers, there was the Botanical Exhibition. 

When we turn our attention to the non-departmental clubs, we find the Quiz 
Club in the forefront, winner of the Best Club award by a good-head. 1981-82 was 
a 'pot- pouri' of activities for the Club- intercol quizzes, inter- year quizzes, on-the
board quizzes, inter - departmental quizzes and the crowning glory, - the open house 
quiz when an eclair inspired the college audience to intellectual heights. Did some 
one say eclairs were for children? 

"The desire to impart harmony, rhythm and joy through music to anyone who 
feels the need for it'' - this seems to have been the theme for the Music Club's festi
val in September '81. It ended its activities on a harmonious note with a special 
performance by the Sikkil sisters. 

'Adzapts', skits, plays, mimes - for the Dramatics Club it was all this and much 
more. Through Spotlight - Info-Drama" and its twin workshops, the club has cer
tainly attempted to lift drama out of the doldrums in which it tends to fall, when 
performed by amateurs. 

Despite its amateur status, the Debating Club had an impressive array of 
shields and trophies to its credit - a testimony to the wealth of oratorical and 
debating talent within the club. The fairer sex certainly seems to have been eloquent 
this year. 

Actions however speak louder than words. "Play up? Play up ! And play the 
game, "sang the Games Club and followed its own advice whether it was University 
Games or the National Women's Festival, intercol or intracol - our sportswomen 
distinguished themselves, winning laurels both for themselves and the college. 
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One cannot help being pleased at the energy displayed by the various clubs. 
However, one must object to the rash of "Guess the good words", dumb charades, 
quizzes. just-a-minute sessions - both intercol and intracol • where an attendance of 
three teams was considered an achievement. 

If 'Variety' was the motive for 1981-82 let us hope that originality wi II be 
the motive for 1982-83. 

FRANSESCA SOANES 
II Year Literature 

S. SITALAKSHMI 
I Year Chemistry 

SPORTLIGHT 

Come 3.40 and the college green abounds with enthusiastic sportswomen 
warming up for their respective tournaments. And within the heart of every other 
student rushing to catch her bus on time, is the fervent prayer: Go to it, girls we 
would all love a holiday to crown your victories. 

Yes it is to the sportswomen that the rest of the college looks to, for the 
occasional holiday to celebrate victory in some tournament or the other. 

Athletics :-

There is a touch of deja entendu in stating we have won the A.L. Mudaliar 
tournament. This is for the sixth time in succession and we've almost come to 
expect this trophy as the birthright of the Stella Marian athletes ! The team 
for 1981-82 consisted of Susan Verghese, Ill Zoology, S. Yasmin, II Fine Arts, Sandra 
Thomas, II Literature, Rathi Raman, I Literature, Lakshmi Naidu, II Fine Arts, 
V. Jayashree, I Sociology and Sunitha Motilal, I Zoology. It was Yasmin and Rathi 
who won the laurels in the A.L.M. meet. In the Inter-Varsity Athletic Meet held 
in Varanasi, S. Yasmin secured the second place in 100m hurdles and Rathi won 
the 3rd place in Javelin throw. In the Inter-State Athletic Meet held at Calicut, 
Yasmin won the 3rd place in 100m hurdles. 

Yes such sports meets for our athletes are hurdles scaled with the graceful 
ease of consummate artistes. 

Basketball : This is another field where Stella Maris has a long row of successes. 
The team is captained by Janine Coelho, Ill Economics and includes Banu Vasan, Ill 
Economics, Kavitha Nathan, II Economics, Elizabeth Joseph, I Maths, Angu Murugan, 
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I M.A. Economics, Latha Balan I Fine Arts, Shoba Victor, II Zoology, Aneurin, II 
Literature, Uma Dayanidhi, II Literature. For nine years we have been holding the 
W.I.A.A. crown but unfortunately this year the finals could not be conducted. 

But elsewhere the team managed to snatch the deserved laurels. Janine, 
Banu and Kavitha took part in the I.W.Y. tournament at Hyderabad. Janine, Banu, 
Kavitha and Elizabeth represented the University. The four of them along with 
D. Uma are the Inter Divisional tournament winners and in the I.J.T. tournament our 
team was the winner; Kavitha Nathan was adjudged the most valuable player. 
Verbal congratulations seem inadequate for such a string of achievements and we 
can only be silently proud of this team. 

Hockey: 

The Hockey team captained by Nadeera Ill Literature consists of Yamuna, Ill 
Economics, Shantika, Ill Economics, Bavany, Ill Zoology, Haritha, Ill Chemistry, 
Gomathi, Ill Economics, Meenakshi Murugesh, II Zoology, Meenakumari, II Zoology, 
Rashmi, I Economics, Jayanthi, I Physics, Mary Mammen, I Maths, S. Chatvadee, II 
Socio, Elizabeth Prosper. II Litt. and S.A. Meena, Ill Maths. Again here too we 
are the Inter-Collegiate Winners and Rashmi, Jayanthi and Nadeera are University 
representatives. 

Table Tennis : 

Pallavi Bheda is too well known for her skill in the game to be really 
talked about. Among her achievements in the last year are her representing 
the University and the Captaining of our successful T.T. Team consisting of Uma 
Maheswari, II Eco., Shoba John, I Eco. and A.L. Sharada, Ill Maths through 
the Inter-Divisional Tournament which we won and an Inter-Collegiate Tournament 
which we also won. 

Tennis: 

The tennis team of Uma Ratnam Ill Eco., (Captain), Gayathri, I Eco., Ashwini, 
II Litt., were the winners of the Inter- Divisional and Inter-Collegiate tournaments. 

Cricket: 

We have this year a most impressive record of accomplishments in cricket. 
The team consists of Kathyaini, V. N. Ill Chemistry (Captain), B. Dakshayani, 
II Fine Arts, B. Vasanthi, II Physics, Malavika, II Fine Arts, Varalakshmi. I Economics, 
Farhana, 1 Litt. Manisha, I Litt. Rekha I I Zoology, Anita II Fine Arts,. Kala, II Soc., 
Sandhya, II Socio, Hemashree, II Eco., Meenakshi Murugesh, II Zoo., Chitra Anne, II 
Zoo., Asha, I Zoo. Kathyaini needs special mention because not only did she captain 
the college team but also led the Junior team for the Inter-State South Zone Tourna
ment and was Vice-Captain of the Varsity team. Others who participated in these 
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two tournaments are Dakshayani, Vasanthi and Malavika. Our team secured the 
third place in the Mayor Sambandan Trophy. Dakshayani and Vasanthi participated 
in the Inter State Nationals and Kathyaini, Dakshayani, Vasanthi participated in the 
Inter-State South Zone where the Tamil Nadu team was the winner. 

Shuttle Badminton: 

Hitha Ill Sociology (Captain) Uma Ill Economics, Neera Suchdev. 
I M.A. Eco. and Vasudha. I M.A. Eco. represented our college in Shuttle Badminton 
and secured the runners-up place. Hitha and Uma are also University Representa
tives. Just a step more to the final victory. We'll make it next year for sure! 

The Ball Badminton and Volley-Ball teams are still in their apprenticeship 
but show definite potential for glory in the near future. Elizabeth Joseph, I Maths 
from the College Volley- Ball team represented the University and shows great 
promise. 

Badminton: Hannah Parimala II Economics (Cap.), Meenakumari, II Hist. 
Latha. II Phy., Radha. II Fine Arts., Olive Snehalatha. II Botany, Sujatha, I Bot., 
Chandra I Botany. 

Volley Ball: Vanmathi Ill Economics (Cap). Sarala II Literature, Dakshayani, 
Nadeera, Ill Lit., Meenakshi Murugesh, Kanchana, II Fine Arts., Geeta George, I M.A. 
Lit., Soli, II Socio., Elizabeth, I Maths., Shantini, I Socia., Aruna. I Eco., 
Gayathri, I Eco. 

Hand-Ball: As for handball, Stella Maris can proudly boast of a probable 
for the Asian Games-Meenakshi Murugesh. II Zoology. 

College Sports : 

The year ended with an exciting finish when all top athletes were seen in 
action. S. Yasmin won the individual championship and the II years claimed the 
group championship. Meenakshi Murugesh was adjudged the best all rounder for 
the year 1981-82. 

All our efforts were fruitful because of Mrs. Mangaladurai who was at the 
helm of our efforts. On behalf of the Ill years. I wish her and all the Stella Marian 
sportswomen a wonderful future. 

What we have cited here is only a small portion of the success of our sports 
women. To catalogue every victory when successes are innumerable is an impossible 
task. All we have tried to do is to give you a glimpse of the rich harvest of triumphs 
that this year of sports activity has accummulated for the pride and glory of our 
college. 
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VILLAGE CAMP PROJECTS 

This year the Sociology Department organised two study camps in the 
villages of Pandarvedu and Manampathi Kandigai. The objective of the camps was 
to gain a practical understanding of village life and to study the power structure 
of the village. The duration of each camp was 8 days and only 10 students were 
selected to participate. A lecturer accompanied each group as the guide. 

It is a point to muse that at first we w&re apprehensive and needed a 
little persuasion to attend the camp but on our return we were camp crusaders. It 
was with sentiment and reluctance that we said goodbye to the village folk for 
we were met with touching warmth and hospitality in every home we visited. 
The experience on the whole was most memorable and personally enriching. 

Our study was conducted systematically beginning with an orientation. 
A questionnaire was formulated covering aspects of education, caste, occupation 
leadership and operation of external agencies. The sample constituting 1/5 (1 00 
families) of:the village population was selected on a random basis. The methodology 
used was participant observation and personal interview. A visit was made to the 
Block Division Office as well to gather information. Our findings were presented 
in a seminar to the rest of the department on our return. 

In our study and observation we were distressed to find that rural people 
are still steeped in caste consciousness. The lower castes, (the chakalis, in this 
instance) were found to settle on the fringe of the village and function to serve the 
upper caste in menial work and field labour. Social distance is a salient feature 
in village life. 

More distressing was the state of the Harijans who are found in a colony 
even further away and separated from the village by a natural boundary. Even nature 
seemed against them. Water is scarce in their wells because they are settled on 
higher ground. If they attempted to draw water from the wells used by the upper 
castes they were harassed and their pots broken. They faced discrimination of 
wages and labour. 

In them, we found a minority group denied the fundamental right of a 
decent existence. When we talked to them of their rights and the appeals they should 
make to government bodies and external agencies they indicated a certain 
awareness but what they lacked was leadership. This is the state of 2 of the more 
modern of the 5 lakh villages in rural India. Our findings indicate that there is a 
great need for extension workers to initiate and guide striving rural folk especially 
the Harijans. 
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The cam~:> ware very well organised and the objectives were largely achieved. 
A big thank you to Sr. Christine, Mrs. L. Narayanan and Mrs. Sundari for making 
the camps possible. 

Some comments from camp participants :-

"It was rather pleasing to know that the village had a high literacy rate 
with women playing a prominent role for the welfare of the community, unlike some 
women in urban areas. But to my distress, untouchability and caste discrimination 
are prevalent with nothing forceful being done to eradicate them". 

FAREEDA HAMEED. 

"I was able to see a true picture of a cruel rigid caste system which many 
claim is dying in India". 

Y. V. MADHU. 

•·The camp was a wonderful learning experience." 

KALYANI. 

"We learnt to lend ourselves to situations, be alert to observation and to 
work in co-operation." 

SHEILA MAJID. 
Department of Sociology 

N.C.C. REPORT 

The National Cadet Corps is an established avenue for channelising the 
physical resources of the youth of our land. · Being only the second year of its 
inception in Stella Maris, 1981-82 has proved a year of noteworthy success and 
positive achievement for the cadets. 

Some of our senior cadets attended the annual training camp held at 
St. George's from 8th January to 17th January 1982. They were chosen to 
participate in the Republic Day parade held at Marina, Madras. Three of our 
cadets received prizes from Mr. Aranganayagam, on the N.C.C. Day held at Madras 
Medical College on 4th Fehruary 1982. 
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The following are some of the outstanding cadets : 

CWO Rajeshwari of II B.A., our Air-wing Cadet was adjudged the Tamil Nadu 
and Pondicherry Best Cadet. She was also selected as the second All-India Best 
Cadet at the R. D. Camp held at New Delhi. She has been chosen for the youth 
exchange programme to Canada. 

Flt.fCpl. Elizabeth Thomas of II B.A., is the only Cadet selected from Madras 
for parajumping. She finished the parajumping successfully from the Parajumping 
Training School at Agra. 

Cpl. Odetta Mendoza of the Ill B.Sc. Botany represented the State-Tamilnadu 
and Pondicherry at the All India level in First Aid and was placed first. 

Sgt. Sumathi Natarajan of the Ill B.A., represented the State-Tamil Nadu and 
Pondicherry at the All India level in Signals and stood fifth. 

Cpl. Elizabeth Mani of the II B.A. attended the First Aid Training Camp at 
the Military Hospital where she stood second. 

The annual picnic for the Cadets on March the 13th was an opportunity for 
thorough relaxation, good fun and cheer, not to mention the enthusiastic sharing 
of home-made delicacies. 

All play and no work is a state that;can't exist too long. The crescendo of 
activities came to a sober close with the G-1 exam which was held on the 17 th 
of March. The exam was held at Stella Maris for the Cadets here and for those of 
three other colleges as well. 

Looking back at the activities of the N.C.C. over the year, one sees the 
strengthening of the tradition. The Cadets with significant achievements and hope in 
various fields are filled with enthusiasm to do even better in the years to come. The 
encouragement given by the Principal and the N.C.C. Officer, Miss Gita Samue I 
deserve special mention- so also the services of Mrs. Bagawandoss, our Commanding 
Officer- all of which helped to make it a year of accomplishment for the N.C.C. 

NATIONAL SERVICE 1981-82 

The regular activities for the NSS and the CSS began in the month of 
July 1981, after an orientation to the students regarding the types of activities. The 
NSS projects numbered 16 while the CSS had two main projects. The activities 
were guided by four NSS programmes officers and the projects were supervised by 
40 Staff-members from various departments. A total of 484 students were 
involved in 18 projects. The areas of activities were : 
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1. Formal education. 

2. Non-formal education. 

3. Institutions for the Handicapped and Aged. 

4. Hospital and Blood Bank. 

5. Social Education. 

6. Co-operatives. 

Many of these activities had been initiated at the request of the schools, 
institutions and agencies concerned. The co-operation and co-ordination extended 
by the authorities and the staff of these institutions have been a source of 
encouragement to the volunteers. 

This year there has been a record of special programmes which highlights the 
tremendous growth of the NSS and CSS in the college since its inception. The 
following were the special programmes and projects: 

2. The college had a unique opportunity and honour to be invited for 
involvement in the DANIDA Assisted Tamil Nadu Area project. The work spots were 
the villages in three tribal pockets namely Pachaimalai, Kalrayan and Kolli Hills 
in Salem district. The camp organised from 10th-20thAugust 1981 was attended by 
a group of twenty Sociology students. A Base-line Survey was conducted and 
the group worked in close co-ordination with the Block officials and Lamp Society 
Staff. The District Project Officer at Salem and the Director appreciated the timely 
work of the students. 

3. The N.S.S. Special Camping Programme, with 50 students from the various 
disciplines and 2 Staff members, was planned in collaboration with the DANIDA 
Assisted Tamil Nadu Area project and held from 11th- 22nd December 1981. 

Kolathur Block in Salem District was the camp venue. Households numbering 
2155 from 27 villages in 5 Panchayats were successfully covered. Extensive 
commuting was done in order to reach some of the villages. The District Project 
Officer, the Block Officials, Medical Officers and other Primary Health Centre 
Staff guided the group in their work. 

This camp provided the students with the experience of working in close 
liaison with the Government machinery at the District level. 

4. The year 1981 being declared as the year of the Disabled, saw the 
NSS in action. It was a rare privilege for the NSS units of Stella Maris to be 
one of the organisers of a one-day programme for the disabled. The Day for the 
Disabled was celebrated on 29th December, 1981, on our campus with DRBCC 
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Hindu College, Pattabiram and Government Arts College for Men, Nandanam as the 
two other organisers. Seventeen colleges contributed towards making that Day a 
grand success. 

It is noteworthy that about 400 participants from 17 institutions run for the 
disabled, participated in the various events. Competitions in painting, singing, 
debating and sports made the day an enjoyable one for all. The Vice-Chancellor, 
University of Madras, gave away the prizes to the winners while the Collector of 
Madras presided over the function. Mementos were presented to all institutions 
that participated. 

5. At the request of the Principal from the Natesan Co-operative Training 
College, Anna Nagar, Madras, the students, Staff and Community Worker gave a 
session on their views and experiences in working with the tribals. This session, 
held on 24th February 1982, was part of an Orientation Course for the Deputy 
Registrars of Co-operatives and the Managing Directors of LAMP (large Aid Multi
purpose Societies) functioning in tribal areas throughout the State. 

It was a very thought-provoking session, wherein various measures were 
suggested to improve the image and working of the LAMP Societies. The Training 
College authorities appreciated the motivation, enthusiasm and conviction of the 
project group and their action dynamics. 

A similar session was conducted by the Staff-in-charge and Community Worker 
of the Project, on 27th February, 1982 at the Training College premises. This 
time it was with the Presidents and Member representatives of the LAMP Societies. 
The significance of the participant group was that it included mostly tribals and 
also some MLA's. This combination afforded the resource persons an opportunity 
·to speak strongly in favour of certain benefits for the tribal population. It is hoped 
that the suggestions put forth will find their way to the Tamil Nadu 
Assembly at the appropriate time. 

6. A one week Training Programme from 19th - 24th Apri I 1982 was 
organised in Dairy Farming at the Farmer's Training Centre in Kattankolathur, 
Chengalpattu District. Twenty-three farmers, from 8 tribal villages in Javadhi 
Hills, were the participants. This residential programme offered a very enriching 
experience to them. Visits to the different farm sections, the Cattle Breeding Centre 
at Alamadhi, Red Hills, the Madras Veterinary College as well as individual farm 
units served as an eye-opener to them. 

The Programme Co-ordinator of the ITPP project and the Community Worker's 
constant presence during this one week training helped the tribals tremendously 
to tide over the cultural shock, as this was their first visit to the city of Madras. 
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New techniques in animal husbandry were demonstrated to the participants 
and it has motivated them to start poultry, piggery and dairy units on a small scale 
in their own areas. Follow up activity is to be taken up after this. 

7. Four NSS volunteers attended a leadership Training Programme from 3rd-
5th March 1982, organised by the NSS, University of Madras, at AICUT House. 

8. A Programme Skill Training was also conducted, by the DRBCC Hindu 
College on 15th March 1982. The training was imparted to those involved in 
Educational services. Ten students from the NSS units of our college participated 
in the Programme. 

9. The Madras Voluntary Blood Bank presented an Award to Stella Maris 
College on its Annual Day Function. The Award is in appreciation of the College 
having the largest number of donors for the Blood donation camp. 

1. Special Project: 

TRIBAL WELFARE: An integrated Tribal Development Programme, in Veerappanur 
and its hamlets, situated in Javadhi Hills, North Arcot District, is completing its 
second year of the Extension Phase. Initiated in 1977, this project has been 
functioning with the financial assistance from the Social Welfare Department, 
Government of Tamil Nadu. Consistent efforts with the Government officials, 
helped the project to tide over certain major problems and continue with the work 
undertaken. 

Motivating the tribals for their own development, guiding them to tap the 
resources available, being a liaison between the people and the Governmet officials 
as well as agencies form the major part of the activities. Community involvement 
and participation are the significant features in the methodology used to educate 
the tribal community. 

Tne project group is striving hard to implement some socio-economic pro
gramme in its efforts to provide subsidiary income and generate off-seasonal 
employment opportunities. 

An opportunity to enable the tribals to understand their situation better and 
become more knowledgeable about the resources, was provided through a four days 
Tribal Welfare Educational Camp. This was in collaboration with the Zonal Director 
of Workers Education, Government of India, Madras and the camp was conducted in 
February 1982. A total of 40 tribals, drawn from Veerappanur and 8 interior 
villages, attended this educational camp. Incentives in the form of cash were given. 
The Extension Phase is scheduled to be carried on till June 1982, after which the 
financial assistance from the Government will cease. 
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Although all the objectives laid down for the entire programme have not been 
realised, a significant contribution towards the education and the motivation of the 
tribals have been achieved. The realisation of their needs and wants leading them 
to community as well as individual action, is a concrete proof of the efforts of the 
group and the presence of the residential worker in the area. 

HUMAN RIGHTS DAY 

"I have a dream that one day ... , .. the sons of former slaves and former 
slaveowners will be able to sit down together at the table of brotherhood ....•• I have 
a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not 
be judged by the colour of their skin but by the content of their character ... I have a 
dream ...... " These words of Martin Luther King Jr., speak of a great dream that the 
world today is striving to make a reality - a dream of the fulfilment of basic human 
rights to each and every individual. 

The expression 'human rights' is of recent origin and even in its French - ins
pired form of 'droits de 'homme' it goes back only to the last decades of the 
eighteenth century. But, the idea of human rights evolved through the centuries, 
from the Bill of Rights (1689) in England to the French and Russian revolutions 
against social and economic injustice. It was only after the World War II, when the 
world had passed through the barbarous acts of totalitarian regimes, that the 
members of the United Nations pledged themselves to take action for the achievement 
of universal respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms 
for all. 

The declaration of 1948 brought new hope for the realisation of the dreams of 
many who thought like Martin Luther King Jr. The very first step in the realisation 
of this dream is an awareness of human rights. It was with this objective of sprea -
ding an awareness, that the Department of Sociology decided to celebrate Human 
Rights Day on the 29th and 30th of October, 1981, a week after U. N. Day. The 
preparations began long before the 29th and the college was splashed with posters 
heralding the event. Overheard in the college canteen on the 26th was a loud cry, 
'I have a right to a dosa, please," which was followed by helpless giggles. Perhaps 
not quite in the context in which it was intended, but the first step towards creating 
an awareness was achieved. The 29th of October had on its itinerary, a Seminar on 
Human Rights with four eminent persons from different walks of life on the panel. 
The programme was inaugurated by Mrs. Shanti Sadiq Ali, who in the course of her 
speech commended the college for tackling an international problem in a small 
way at the college level. Justice Ramprasad Rao, as the chairman of the seminar, 
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in a lighter vein protested against being denied the right to speech. The first 
speaker was Mr. P. Chidambaram who is no stranger to Stella Maris. Speaking on 
'Human Rights - the Fashionable and the Forgotten,' Mr. Chidambaram elucidated 
the lesser known rights that are as essential to every individual as the right to free
dom or the right to work. The second speaker was Dr. Malcolm Adiseshiah, former 

Vice-Chancellor of Madras University. Speaking of 'The U. N. 0. and Human 
Rights', Dr. Adiseshiah sought to differentiate between the idealistic viewpoint and 
the pessimistic reality that exists. He was, followed by Mrs. Gopalarathnam who 
spoke on 'Women and Human Rights' and as she herself remarked, it was ironical 
that being a woman she was the last speaker. The seminar concluded successfully 
as P. S. Radha (I M. A. Economics) remarked, "It was really very enlightening." 

The college was full of action the following day with an Inter- Departmental 
Competition based on the articles of the Human Rights as stated in the 
Declaration of the U.N. Each department had been given the summary of an 
article or few articles, based on which they had to stage a performance for ten 
minutes. Ideas came alive in 0-1 on the 30th from 2-30 p.m. to 5-30 p.m. 
An auditorium packed to capacity witnessed a variety of viewpoints in the 
presentations of international issues. An 'Out of this world' performance of the 
Economics Department called 'Close Encounters of the U.N. Kind' based on the 
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rights to take part in the government of one's country and have equal access 
to the public services of one's country, won them the first prize. They were 
followed by the Chemistry Department who presented the rights on equality 
before law in the form of a folk song. 

No doubt a success, the celebrations ended on the 30th evening, with the 
dream of Martin Luther King Jr., seeing the first step towards reality. Someday 
his dream will be a glaring reality for, as Patience Strong said, "If you can 
dream it, it lies within your power to make it true." 

S. THANAM, 
Ill Year (Sociology) 

MARRIAGE- A COMMITMENT 
AND COVENANT 

Nothing less than a lifetime is enough to bring out the full potentialities 
of a commitment in marriage. Yet not enough serious thought is given the 
preparation of young couples for married life. Marriage ceremonies today are 
conducted with so much pomp and paraphernalia that emphasis has shifted to the 
accidentals of the ceremony rather than its significance. 

It was with the intention of making explicit the implications of the sacred vows 
taken on this auspicious day, that the final year students of the Sociology 
Department embanked on a project of enacting the marriage ceremony according to 
Hindu, Muslim and Christian rites. Little attention was given to dress and stage 
settings. The symbolic references in the various acts of the marriage rite were 
brought out in the narrative. 

The beautiful verses the groom recites during the 'Saptapadi' - 'May you be the 
expression and I thought, May you be heaven and I earth' - echoes the unity of the 
couple who become one in body and soul. The woman is implored to be as firm as 
the grindstone on which the groom places his foot, in all adversity and prosperity. 

The fidelity, love and indissolubility of marriage is again emphasized in the 
Christian marriage. It is a sign and sacrament of Christ's love tor all mankind. 
The marriage vows are profound and solemn- 'to be true to you in good times and 
in bad, in sickness and in health until death do us part.' 

In the Muslim marriage although the ceremony is short the gravity of contract 
is emphasized by the presence of the •Kazi' and the importance attached to 'Mehr'. 
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In all the three marriage rites, it is clear that the aim of marriage is progeny. 
Marriage is a union finding i~s highest expression in having children and 
educating them. The woman is specially· blessed that she may bear children and 
perform gracefully her duties as a mother. 

There is no denying the beauty of the prayers and ceremonies in all the 
marriage rites. This itself is a clear indication of the importance attached to it. 
Marriage is not an occasion for sentiment; it is a covenant in the presence of God. 

A feedback on the project revealed that the programme was successful 
in its attempt. "It was an eye opener ............ the totality of it seemed to have 
escaped us" was the comment from a lecturer of the Fine Arts Department. 
Mrs. Urmilla of the Economics Department congratulated us on the effort saying 
"the dresses were simple yet the essence of the three marriages was successfully 
brought out". What we have to say is that it was an enlightening experience 
for us too. 

S. THANAM 
Ill B.A. Sociology. 

11PERSONAL" GLIMPSES IN HARMONY 

"GLIMPSES IN HARMONY''- was not all one melodious flow of harmony. 
It had its moments of discord as well. Taking a hurried glimpse of those 
feverish days full of activity and dedicated endeavour something goes •twang' in my 
memory and I chuckle with amusement watching a valfant Mrs. Geetha and Urmilla 
battling with a furious main-curtain which threatened to suffocate all harmony in the 
programme. (The rope supporting it had snapped in mid-air right at the start). 
But all said and done, : 

"The Lord of the Universe .......... .. 

Giver of Light and Beauty, did prove the author and protector of 
harmony ......... and "Glimpses in Harmony" was left free to stride into the 
appreciative vision of the audience in a tantalising whirl of colour and sound 
effectively managed by Mrs. Geetha and Miss Gowri. 

The •Jeya Berigai' group in spite of a full-throated pressure on the sensitive 
ear of the audience won its well-deserved applause and recognition when it was 
invited to make an appearance on the Madras Doordarshan screen. Its 
harmonious blend of voices and musical instruments - the flute, the sitar, the 
veena, the violin and the drums contributed immensely to the success of the 
programme, playing on the heart-strings of many a person in the audience. 
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But in my opm1on, it was the dancers- Shraddha, Meena, Asha, and others 
with their brilliant foot-work and graceful movements in 'Shiva-Parvathi', and 
in 'Pinnal Kollatam', who stole the show. Perhaps the 'Pinnal. ........ • was a little 
too long but it was fascinating enough to make the audience to keep their seats. 

'Tanabatta Odori' - the Japanese dance with its languid charm, its almost 
professional costumes was indeed a credit to the Hercullen efforts put in by 
Mrs. Padma Malini to get it going. The 'Summer Festival of Japan' was 
received with hearty applause and genuine appreciation by an audience lulled by 
the oriental strains of its music. 

The Irish jig- Well I It w-a-s good ............ the smiles were there, the gaiety 
was there, the enthusiasm was there ............ but the Leprechauns could not 
prevent some hair-raising comments like, "Did they get permission to wear the 
local School uniforms on stage?" 

The Thai dance was something new but very much like the Japanese dance 
to the inexperienced eye. The long gold nails worn by the dancers had a 
captivated audience 'in thrall'. They gleamed eerily in the light and were later 
borrowed by an ecstatic Litt. Club to be used by one of the witches in 'Macbeth'! 

The English Country- Dance - hats off to a sportive foursome who readily 
filled in a gap in the programme at the last minute. It was fun to watch them having 
fun. Patricia looked the pretty ballerina alright in her pale-pink daintiness. 

The skits were all huddled in together one after the other in the second 
half of the programme which resulted in a mass exodus soon after the interval. They 
should have been spaced out better, in between songs and dances. 

The props for 'Ibrahim' were good- the mountain, the rocks which devoured 
a lot of hard work, patience and skill. lbrabim the anguished old father (Monica) 
was convincing enough until his shoulders shook spasmodically with ill-concealed 
mirth rather than grief, delighting an obstreperous audience. 

There were two Meera's on two different days- with two different faces, 
different make-up, different costumes, different movements. The one was the batter 
dancer, but the other, Teju looked the part without the glamour and glittering 
array of jewellery of her predecessor. 

Mary also succumbed to a miraculous feat ............ switching roles with 
Angel Gabriel on the eve of the programme. Tears were shed, grievances 
nursed but it paid. The little skit was good. 

People were a little too harsh, I think, on 'Chandalika' - too long, too 
dramatic, and totally devoid of action. But Meera as 'Prakrithi' looked pretty 
enough to command the attention of not only 'Ananda' but an impatient audience, 
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and the more than sinister scene with its smoke, its fire, and its bell not to 
forget the grotesque skull was powerful enough. 

'Hound of Heaven'- Brilliant acting by Yeshodara. She could perhaps have 
been a bit louder but her role demanded too much emotional portayal to 
concentrate on 'loudness'. And this certainly does not justify the hooting and 
howling of an audience scenting out the faintest draw-backs and pursuing them 
with malicious spirit. 

The Choir, I had almost forgotten the famous Stella Maris Choir ! But 
in spite of professional guidance from Mrs. Menon they did not seem to give of 
their best. Or were they judged by the excellent standard of their previous 
performances? 

And finally ......... 'Glimpses in Harmony' came to a grand finish winning 
hearty applause which heightened considerably when one of Stella's nuns was 
declared the winner of the lucky draw. The prize ......... Pond's Cosmetic Case! 

It was a grand success ......... and at the end of a hard week, in spite of 
disruptions like the postponement of the programme on the final day, we had no 
regrets about the slogging it had involved, for we had succeeded in effectively 
portraying- 'Glimpses in Harmony'. 

AROONA REDDY 
Ill Year Literature 

STELLA (R) SPLENDOUR 

"What is this life, full of care, 
We have no time to stand and stare! " 

Indeed, how many of us have had our eyes opened to the grandeur of the 
starlit heavens on a moonless night? How many of us have paused to reflect on 
the perfect harmony that cradles the infinite universe in its loving arms? How 
many of us have marvelled at the exquisite touch of that great architect in designing 
such a breathtakingly beautiful world? We, as students of astronomy have delighted 
in discovering the visible universe, and now rest content, wondering at the unity 
which binds this incomprehensible universe. 

The lunar eclipse which occured on January 9th, 1982, opened our eyes to 
the splendour of the skies above. Guided by our lecturers, we had the rare oppor
tunity of witnessing the eclipse from the Kavalur Observatory where India's present 
largest telescope proudly scans the heavens. It all began at about 11-30 p.m. when 
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the disc of the moon began to be eclipsed. As the minutes passed, the earth's 
shadow on the moon grew in size and more stars twinkled into view. Inconspi
cuous constellations greeted our naked eye as the shadowed disc of the moon 
emitted a pale orange glow. But no words will suffice to describe the magic of 
the moment when the eclipse reached totality. With the sky literally ablaze with 
billions of stars strewn in intricate patterns and embedded with rich clusters, even 
a thousand eyes feasting on the sight could not have savoured the perfection of 
that moment to satisfaction. The infiniteness of the universe before our stag
gering eyes made us feel small and insignificant. Man ...... a universe of atoms ...... 
an atom of the universe? But the feeling was engulfed by a strange, inexpress
sable sense of belonging, arising out of the joy of being nurtured as children of 
the same universe. 

N. VASANTHI 
Ill Year Mathematics 

TO HOME -AWAY - FROM HOME 

4-30 p.m. - A Sunday in the second month after reopening. Mixing up. 
"Hello, what's your name, where d'you come from?" a tirade of similar questions. 
The girl whirls round and round answering her circle of questions, and is finally 
rewarded with smiles and asked to sit in that crowd. And then another fresher 
comes along ...... 

So that's how it is at the hostel. First week hesitation ; second week 
smiles; third week questions and fourth week mischievous replies with smiles. 

Then comes the day-Welcome Social. All the freshers came in their 
shiniest best and simply got into the mood of if. The seniors did their bit too, 
with whistling and clapping, sending the spirits of the freshers spirialling high. 
Everyone loved every minute of it. Supriya was crowned "Fresher Queen", while 
Suja and Glenda were declared runners up. Seeli and Chitralekha were the " Most 
Friendly Freshies ". The freshers insisted and the seniors took part in the fancy 
dress. competition. The responsible representatives of this year were Gowri, Alice 
Thomas, Yamuna, Sam, Bavani, Shanti and it must be said that they all did a lovely 
job of it. 

Then came the mid-term break and when life returned to the hostel, it returned 
with full force indeed. 200 bright candles, 200 voices caroling lustily in chorus. 
This is Christmas at the hostel. A beautiful sight which leaves everyone gasping at 
the sheer beauty of it. After a special mass at the chapel, everyone headed for the 
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mess (At the hostel, af I roads lead to the mess). Sr. Principal gave out gifts to the 
maids and other gentlemen-Francine, Theresa and Veeran sang a song and left amidst 
loud cheering. 

The next item on our calender this year was Hostel Week, when each hostefite 
suddenly finds herself transformed into one bright spark of energy-something which 
leaves the 'dayokies • at first bewildered and then interested. The academic half of 
one's fife is clean forgotten. 

The week began on 1st March, with the Inter-floor soap box competition held 
near the Open Air Theatre. Meenakshi Murugesh with her 'Gain' Coconuts' and 
A. L. Sharadha with her "Too many books broil the brain' came first and second 
respectively. There was, of course, a lot of humour punctuated by missiles and 
such like. The two day Inter-Hostel Sports began with football, when Our Lady's 
beat St. Joseph's by a solitary goal; a thrilling game which went without a goal 
being scored for a long time during which several hearts perched on precariously. 

Both hostels went off on marches round the campus and the winners returned 
to a heavy session of victory - whooping round the common room table. St. 
Joseph's won the cup for athletics and Our Lady's pulled themselves to victory in 
the exciting tug-of-war. 

The dazzling 'Mock Fashion Parade' was an unforgettable evening in which 
one saw sights like a genuine 'hep' cowboy in a very comfortable dhoti lassoing the 
hearts of the audience. Baby Winny (Vinitha Timothy) in diapers, "thocks and 
thoes" was "Miss Oddity" and Yamuna (Miss Petty-layers) in God knows how 
many petticoats was declared runner-up. The 'day skies' were a bit shocked but 
the hostelites were as normal and as excited as ever (They work in a completely 
different and higher frequency). 

As for the Rangoli Competition, it was all there-not necessarily in black and 
white, from abstract art to the traditional 'Pufli Kolam', including a beautiful dharri 
with a realistic crease in the corner. Ann and Uma of Our Lady's bagged the first 
prize with their beautiful peacocks, while Tamil Selvi and Ra,dha came second. 

Girls had already begun burning the midnight oil on the decor theme "Gift of 
the Nile" ...... and the sun shone bright on Hostel Day. It started off with Mass at 
the Chapel. Overnight, both hostels seemed to have zoomed back to Egyptian 
civilization, the Pharohhs, the Nile, its market places, Cleopatra and hieroglyphics. 

·Yummy' breakfast occupied the minds of every hostefite as the judges went 
form one hostel to the other. The suspense was too overpowering and deviating 
from the traditional lunch time announcements, St. Joseph's was declared the winner 
of the Decor Cup, at Brunch time. The mess went crazy with cheering. 
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The sun had begun setting when the evening entertainment started. 0-1 again 
saw all the hostelites in the highest of moods-dances, plays, song parades, and 
finally the prize giving ceremony, followed by a surprise guest-Ciaira Baby, one 
of the ex-hostelites, who came back to sing for us like old times. 

Moonlight dinner on the lawns, disco music from 0-1 and old Hindi film 
songs left the hostelites with a feeling of "God's in His Heaven and all's right with 
the world." 

Sunday morning saw them coming late for breakfast and preparing for post
poned tests, seminars and assignments. Once again they trooped into each other's 
territories (some thrills) at 8-30 p.m. (gosh) and sang "Happy Feast Day" as lovingly 
as they could in that much of noise. 

BRINDA G. 
II year Literature 

CARAVANSERAI 

As part of the curriculum, many departments went on study tours which were 
as pleasurable as excursion trips. The Zoologists and Botanists reminisce about 
their • collection hunt' at the Andamans and Ootacamund respectively. 

TO THE ANDAMANS 

An unusual and rather adventurous decision was taken by the final year 
Zoology students to visit the Andamans for the collection tour. 26th January saw 
the beginning of our adventure when we boarded the ship T.S.S. Nancowry around 
noon. At about 3-45 p.m. we slowly steamed out of Madras harbour. After the 
inital stages of mild (fortunately) seasickness, we settled down to four days of 
enjoyment on board. For most of us, this was our first voyage and we found every
thing novel and interesting. We were lucky to have a really helpful crew, especially 
the Captain who took every care to see that we lacked nothing. 

On the second day we were taken on a conducted tour of the engine room, 
navigation bridge and galleys. On the evening of the third day, the ship anchored 
for a few hours at Car Nicobar to drop supplies. It is something unforgettable-the 
shadowy outlines of the little islands drifting slowly past us in the early hours of the 
morning and the stillness of dusk. The four days spent in the sun and balmy breezes 
of the Indian Ocean have made an indelible impression on our minds. 
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On the morning of the 30th we reached Port Blair, but we disembarked only 
in the afternoon. Mr. Bojarajan, who made all the stay arrangements for our trip, 
provided us with a rather unusual means of transport-a lorry. We threw our baggage 
in and jumped in. The day's programme included visits to the Zoological Survey, 
Botanical Survey, Fisheries Department, Cellular Jail and the Anthropologioal 
Museum. The last two are worth special mention. The jail with our footsteps 
echoing eerily down the empty passages conjured up rather awful visions of the 
privations of the unfortunate prisoners. The museum has a beautiful collection of 
photos and artefacts of the elusive Andaman tribes-the Tharawas and Onges, both 
considered very primitive. 

In the Andamans, we stayed in a beautiful Home on Marine Hill, overlooking 
the sea. On the 31st we visited Chidia Tapa and Burman Alia, two collection 
spots, and then spent three hours of riotous fun at Corbyn's Cove. A little 
shopping in the ,evening followed by a grand dinner in Mr. Bojarajan's heuse 
ended the day. The next day, we visited Panighat and Ross Island- both collection 
spots. Ross Island is a naval base, a wild beautiful island, complete with a 
little lake of its own where peacock and deer roam freely. That night we 
were shown a few educational films on the tribals, including the famous award
winning one- 'Man in search of man' about the Tharawas. 

On the 2nd February we set sail again from Port Blair back to Madras. 
During the voyage we saw flying fish several times, a school of sharks and a 
dozen dolphins. On board, we entertained the crew with a variety entertainment 
programme. It was a tired but happy bunch of students who waved goodbye 
to the ship on 5th February after a memorable experience. 

BOTANISTS AT OOTY 

Ooty being associated with plants, the first set of Stella Maris botanists took 
a trip to the Blue Mountains. 

The Hotel Tamilnad in Ooty became the nucleus of our activities there. Hit 
by the first wave of cold and chillness, we huddled under our wollen blankets and 
sweaters. On the first day we just breathed in the atmosphere of the hill-station, 
admiring its scenic beauty even while being interested in learning all about the 
extraction of eucalyptus oi I. 

Our plant collection started with our visit to the Sim's Park at Coonoor. 
Rushing around with plastic bags, paper tags, cameras, field note books and 
chattering teeth, we collected all sorts of flora that we could lay our hands on. 
Our night back at the hotel was spent in pressing the plants meticulously, much to 
the surprise of the fellow tourist residents. 
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The next day we visited the Governor's summer bungalow and were swept off 
our feet on seeing the collection of antiques (we even played the giant piano much 
to the annoyance of our guide). We celebrated a chilly Independence Day on the 
Dodabetta peak with the clouds showering dewdrops on our heads. We were 
indeed •on top of the world' looking down on creation. 

Our collection tour in the Botanical gardens turned out to be the most tiring. 
Many a girl slipped in the slush trying to collect plants growing on wierd mountain 
slopes at dizzy heights. Our proposed boating in the Ooty lake had to be cancelled 
as the lake was infested with water plants. Our much anticipated trip to Mudumalai 
was adventurous and interesting. 

Carrying bouquets of beautiful roses, we finally boarded the train back, with 
hoarse voices, extra luggage and memories of a week of pleasure. 

Y. LAKSHMI 
Ill Year Zoology 
V. MEENA 
Ill Year Botany 

CONFERENCE OF THE DEAF 
The first International Deaf Women's Conference was held at New Delhi from 

October 22nd to 26th, last year by the. Delhi Foundation of Deaf Women to com
memorate the International Year of Disabled Persons. The conference was a great 
success. Deaf women from all over India and abroad participated in the conference. 
Women interested in rehabilitating the disabled, were also invited to take part in the 
function to enable them to give their valuable suggestions. The Minister for 
Planning, Mr. S. B. Chavan inaugurated the conference. 

I was one of the fortunate few 
who attended the conference and I 
enjoyed the days I spent there. All 
who attended the conference were 
accommodated in 5-star hotels. The 
food was splendid and delicious. 
Many cultural programmes were held. 
Competitions in general knowledge, 
Rangoli Art and Mahendi painting 
were conducted. There was a beauty 
contest also in which the Miss (Deaf} 
India was elected. I was highly 
enthusiastic about everything and 
took part in almost all the competi
tions. I am proud to mention that I 
was placed second in the general 
knowledge test and third in Rangoli 
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Art Competition. I became the first runner up in the beauty contest and bagged 
the prize for the same. T.V. coverage was given for the whole programme by Delhi 
Doordarshan. We all felt happy and honoured when we were invited to Rashtrapathi 
Bhavan for a tea session with the President of India. Mrs. and Mr. Sanjeeva Reddi 
were very kind to us and we had a pleasant and memorable evening with them. 
I was moved by the warm reception given to us by the President. He put his arm 
around me and said that I was like his own daughter to him. I requested him to 
honour me by coming to my house at Madras and he readily agreed. I was highly 
elated. How nice it is to realise that our President is so simple and kind! 

At the closing ceremony on 26th October, the Minister for Information and 
Broadcasting Mr. Vasant Sathe and his wife graced the function by their presence. 
Mrs. Vasa nth Sathe distributed the prizes for the winners in the competition. 
She was pleased when I bagged many prizes for various competitions. Mr. Sathe was 
interested in learning the sign language of the Deaf. We demonstrated a few for his 
sake. Thus the first Conference for the Deaf was celebrated on a grand scale with 
great success. The next wi II be held at Madras in 1983 and I am sure it wi II also be 
a memorable one. 

From U. S. 

S. AMUDHA 
II Year Fine Arts 

CROSS-CULTURAL INTERACTIONS
EXCHANGE VISITS 

The U.S. Educational Foundation in India chose Stella Maris College for 
affiliating a group of 20 professors from Atlanta University, Georgia, U.S.A. for a 
two week Inter-disciplinary Seminar on "Family and Women Studies" in India, in 
July 1981. The participants were drawn from different academic disciplines. The 
seminar consisted of a series of lectures on various aspects of the theme, discus
sions, field visits, cultural programmes and visits to Indian homes. Opportunity was 
also provided for the participants to meet various people and visit various 
organisations according to their individual areas of interest. The college staff and 
the visiting professors had an opportunity to meet and hold informal discussions. 
The seminar was directed by Mrs. Radha Paul, Professor and Head, Department of 
Social Work, Stella Maris College, under the guidance of Sr. Helen Vincent, 
Principal. The participants appreciated greatly their experience at Madras especially 
in Stella Maris, which added a very important dimension to their understanding of 
Indian society with particular reference to Indian family and Indian womanhood. 
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In Memoriam 

GANGA GANESAN 
{Department of Economics) 

Ganga Ganesan (nee S. Bhagirathi) was a bright star illuminating the 
Economics Department of Stella Maris College. She entered the college as a second 
year student of the B.A. course in 1959 full of the zest for learning which she 
possessed all through her life. She continued her post graduate studies which she 
completed in 1963. She went to Delhi to pursue her research work. 

As a student, she showed a great sense of dedication, a thirst for knowledge 
and a spirit of perseverance. Academic excellence was her main goal and this made 
her unique in many ways. In 1969, two years after her marriage, she joined the 
college as a faculty member. Her field of specialisation was Indian Economics 
and she won many laurels by proving to be a ' walking encyclopaedia · in that 
subject. Her shrewd analysis and surmises often proved to be correct. She incul
cated in her students a love for the subject and inspired many of her students to 
pursue further study and research. 

In 1978, she was deputed by the college to continue her research under the 
F.I.P. Research was almost an obsession with her. Earlier, she had made two 
unsuccessful attempts to complete her research programme. It is rather saddening 
to note that her third attempt to get the ever eluding doctorate degree was a fatal 
one. She offered a great sacrifice, a high price to get a Ph .D.-her own precious 
life to the cause of research leaving behind an unfinished thesis. 

May her soul rest in peace. 
CHELLAM MITRAN, 
Department of Economics 
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In Memoriam 

RADHIKA 
(II B.Sc. Botany) 1980 

"0 for the touch of a vanished hand, 
0 for the sound of a voice 

that is still". 
Radhika had been the life and soul of 

the class on many occasions. Her sense 
of joy made even the gloomiest among 
us smile. 

We remember her talents and her 
generosity in sharing. She was a good 
dancer, singer and mimic - many a time 
her songs have lightened the 'heavy 
weight of studious hours ·. 

Her courage in the face of pain was 
boundless. In spite of adversity, with 
even doctors giving up hope, Radhika 
never once lost her cheerful spirit- She 
made happy those who presumably 
visited her to make her happy ! She 
battled with her fatal disease using 
smiles and never-failing cheer as her 
weapons. And she filled us all with awe 
and admiration. 

She has left a painful void; her pre
sence is sorely missed, but God's will 
hath no why. It is said that death loses 
its terror for those who hear the word. 
Perhaps, that was why she could bear 
her suffering with graceful maturity -
astonishing in one so young. 

We will remember Radhika for ever
a perennial symbol of courage, a symbol 
radiating His joy in spite of adversity in 
this uncertain world of ours. 

Deptarment of Botany 
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From U.K. 

At the request of Mrs. Shrikala Warrier, who was formerly in the Sociology 
Department, Stella Maris College arranged a one day programme for a group of 
teachers from the Community Education Team, Southall, Middlesex on April 15th, 
1982. 

We were happy to welcome fourteen teachers of this group to orientate them 
on the socio-economic and cultural background of India. Southall is predominantly 
populated by Asians, especially Indians, and most of the schools catered to Indian 
children. The Community Education Team was interested in providing the teachers 
with the background information on the Indian socio-cultural scene. 

The morning session consisted of informal talks by the college staff on the 
socio-economic and cultural background of India. Mr. Chidambaram responded to 
our invitation and he shared his views on the ' Indian Immigrants in Britain •. 

Mrs. Padma Anantaraman (History Department) and a -group of students gave 
a demonstration of classical dances of India. This was followed by visits by the 
teaGhers to the homes of some of the college staff. 

The success of the day's programme is summed up in the words of the Director 
Mr. Walsh: 

"What a wonderful day we had at the college. Of all the marvellous things 
that happened to us in India there was nothing quite like the day you arranged for 
us ......... Naturally we enjoyed the lighter side of the day, the dancing and the 
entertainment in the homes of your staff, yet for me personally the morning was 
special. It was an inspiration to hear your staff lecture and discuss with such skill 
and dedication. 

RADHA PAUL, 
Department of Social Work, 

Sr. CHRISTINE, 
Department of Sociology. 

THE ALUMNAE SPEAKS 

"The light of other days," the memory of the good old times finds 
expression in a few letters from our past students. Of course, those who did not 
write do remember us nostalgically and many have surprised us with their flying 
visits. 
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The students and staff change through the years but the institution and its 
ideals remain. This is reinforced in the letter from Rosabelle Thangiah in 
Alabama, who enjoyed the proud privilege of being in the first batch of students. 
(1947- 1951). 

"I remember Stella Maris very often both affectionately and gratefully. There 
are many pleasant memories of my college experience, which will always inspire 
me. We, both staff and students knew each other professionally and personally. 
We had our headaches and heartaches, tears and laughter, learning new values and 
unlearning some old habits, winning and losing in a profoundly enriching experience. 
As the name implies, Stella Maris continues to shine for me, as a bright star, 
unclouded and clear, however distant in space and time to me." 

Sangeetha who is at present taking a Master's Degree in Management in 
Bombay University writes: 

"Things here are different from Madras, but of course nothing could be more 
fun than Stella ...... Pardon me if my letter is so informal but somehow I think of 
Stella and everything there with affection and so formality does not come into 
the picture ...... " 

Uma Gowri, College President of 1977 has won a Rotary Scholarship and 
proposes to pursue higher studies at the University of Central Florida, Orlando. 
She recollects with gratitude the love and discipline of all those who taught her 
and writes: 

"The sweet memories of those sunny days in Stella continue to grow sweeter 
with each passing day as the challenges of life grow bigger." 

Philomena Saldanha, (B.Sc. Zoology 1979) is now studying in the Madras 
Law College. She writes of having recently presented a paper in Bordeaux, France 
on "Coastal Lagoons" at an International Symposium. She expresses her pleasure 
in having been able to share the field trip to the Andaman Islands recently 
undertaken by the 111 years and adds. 

"I won't ever forget you S.M.C. I have very strong ties with you which are 
not broken so easily." 

From Hantford (U.S.A.) Shyamala Raman of M.A. Economics 1965 who was 
also on the staff, writes of her experiences in the academic world of U. S. and her 
energetic participation in •Life.' 
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"! belong to the Committee on the Status of Women in the Economics 
Profession which happens to be a Subcommittee of the American Economic 
Profession' ...... 1 belong to the American Association for University Women and 
volunteer whatever available time I have to the volunteers in Service to Education 
in India." 

And from nearer home, from Trichi, Pushpa of M.A. Economics 1981, writes 
of her preparation for teaching at Holy Cross College. 

"In summer I attended a course in the University, conducted by the 
Department of Econometrics. I have to teach Mathematical Methods and am 
taking special lessons, so that I will not be at a loss to take classes." 

* • • * 

This year, more than before, we've had many of our old students visiting us. 
While visits do say a lot, we welcome the letters and we hope the almunae will 
oblige and show that we are not in a' lost cause' - surely not with Stella Marians 
seeking admission to the college for their offsprings ! 

The Alumnae Association reports with sorrow the passing away of Mrs. 
Latha Radhakrishnan ( V. S. Latha) of B.A. Sociology (1966-69) last year leaving 
behind her sorrowing husband and two daughters. She was in love with life 
spreading cheer wherever she went. May her soul rest in peace. 

UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION RESULTS 

FOR B.A./ B.Sc. and M.A./ M.Sc. ARE 

NOT AVAILABLE FOR 1982. 
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